Welcome
Welcome to the third conference of the European Forum for Victim-Offender
Mediation and Restorative Justice.
In this conference booklet you will find the conference programme, details on
the workshops and café conferences, a list of participants and some practical
information.
Restorative justice is starting to make headway in several European countries.
This is illustrated by the fact that restorative justice can increasingly be found
on the political agenda. Also, there is increased discussion on how to make
legal provision for the use of restorative justice practices. These
developments make it necessary to consider where we are heading with
restorative justice in Europe. How to ensure that the restorative justice ideals
and values are not overruled by the established criminal justice system?
Which strategies can be used to enable restorative justice to develop its
transformative potential? Through the conference, we want to stimulate
discussion about these issues between the different professional groups that
are involved in restorative justice.
However, the situation in many Eastern European countries is different.
There, initiatives are struggling to find a place for restorative justice, to make it
known and understood by professionals and the public and to influence the
criminal justice system. This conference is a good opportunity to stimulate
exchange of experience and ideas between the East and the West. Through
the AGIS programme of the European Commission, more than 40 people from
Central and Eastern Europe could get financial support to attend this
conference. From the encounter between the East and the West, we hope to
be able to learn not only what the East can learn from the West, but also what
innovative ideas are being developed in Central and Eastern European
countries that can have a meaning for Western practice.
We are delighted that more than 200 people from 35 countries are attending
this conference, which is more than was expected when we started to plan for
the conference. And, although the group is a bit bigger than at the last
conference, we continue with the same idea: a limited number of plenary
sessions combined with plenty of opportunities for more informal exchange in
workshops and café conferences. We are happy that many of you agreed
already to take up an active role in the conference by acting as a presenter,
chair, cafétier or reporter. We hope that also those who do not have an active
role yet, will become active in the sessions.
It must be said that this conference could only be organised because of the
input of a whole group of people: the programme committee, chaired by Siri
Kemény, and the organisational committee, chaired by Maria Herczog in
Budapest and Jolien Willemsens in Leuven. We are grateful to them. We also
thank the Family, Child, Youth Priority Non-Profit Association, the Community
Service Foundation of Hungary and the Hungarian National Institute of
Criminology for their support in organising this conference.
The Board of the European Forum for Victim-Offender
Mediation and Restorative Justice
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Conference programme
Thursday, 14th of October 2004
08.00

Start conference registration

10.00-10.30

Opening of the conference
Chair: Siri Kemény, Norway
Address by Dr. Peter Barandy, Minister of Justice,
Hungary
Address by Ivo Aertsen, Chair of the European Forum
for Victim-Offender Mediation and Restorative Justice
Introduction to the conference programme by Siri
Kemény, Norway

10.30-11.00

Plenary session
Chair: Siri Kemény, Norway
Mária Herczóg, Hungary: Restorative justice in Central
and Eastern Europe: Comparisons, achievements and
challenges

11.00-11.30
11.30-12.45

Coffee break
Plenary session
Chair: Siri Kemény, Norway
Gerd Delattre, Germany: Dialogue with the public – a
neglected element of restorative justice?
Sturla Falck, Norway: Restorative justice – a giant leap
or just another tool for the criminal justice system?

12.45-14.00

Lunch break

14.00-15.00

Café conferences
The potential role of the public and the community
Location: New York I
Cafétier: Frauke Petzold (Germany)
Topics for discussion:
How can the community refer cases?
How can local communities be involved in the RJ
process?
Difficult cases
Location: New York II
Cafétier: Lutz Netzig (Germany)
Topics for discussion: Bring your difficult cases for
discussion!
Video: Between victim and offender
Location: Moscow
Cafétier: An Marchal (Belgium)
The video originates from the Mediation Service Leuven
(Belgium) and shows a mediation process between the
victims and the offenders from an armed robbery of a
newspaper agency. The video shows how the mediators
proceeed, starting from the initial telephone call till the faceto-face meeting with all the parties involved. It shows the
general atmosphere of a mediation process and more
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specific ‘how the parties involved deal with the questions
and emotions caused by the offence’. The video also shows
the importance of a co-operation act between local partners.
This local co-operation act is the essential foundation of the
mediation service in Leuven (Belgium).
Developments in Central and Eastern Europe
Location: Warsaw
Cafétiers: Sorin Hanganu (Moldova) and Vira Zemlyanska
(Ukraine)
The danger of cooptation of the RJ idea and practices
Location: Tokio
Cafétier: Bas van Stokkom (Netherlands)
Topics for discussion:
RJ: Will it ever become more than an appendix to the
criminal justice system?
Keep away from the system!?
Governmentalism and hidden control: far from the
democratic potential of RJ?
RJ practice with parties of different ethnic background
Location: Prague I
Cafétier: Hendrik Kaptein (Netherlands)
Topics for discussion:
Special conditions to take into consideration?
Is conferencing more suitable than victim-offender
mediation?
How to deal with language problems?
Going beyond RJ
Location: Brussels
Cafétier: Martin Wright (UK)
Topics for discussion:
Schools, neighbourhoods, workplaces: benefits from
and for RJ.
RJ partnerships.

15.00-15.30

Break (Coffee in café conference rooms)

15.30-17.00

Workshops
Volunteers as a form of community participation
Location: New York I
Chair: Donald Dickie (UK)
Presenters:
Betty Robinson, UK: Volunteering for my community
Karen Paus, Norway: Volunteer or professional
mediators
RJ in schools
Location: New York II
Chair: Gro Rossland (Norway)
Presenters:
Anja Semper and Bernd-Uwe Gütling, Germany:
Mediation in schools “MeinS”
Lívia Hadházi, Hungary: Application of the conflict
management technique “Face to face” in the Zöld
Kakas Liceum Secondary School
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Conferencing models
Location: Moscow
Chair: Marian Liebmann (UK)
Presenters:
Rick Sarre, Australia: An adult RJ pilot project in South
Australia
Rob van Pagée, Netherlands: Conferencing is
empowering citizens and should be in the mainstream
Monika Platek, Poland: RJ conferences in Poland – the
rise of the new legal practice
Introducing RJ in Central and Eastern Europe, part 1
Location: Warsaw
Chair: Dobrinka Chankova (Bulgaria)
Presenters:
Zuzana Slezakova, Czech Republic: Introduction of the
AGIS project and first results
Sorin Hanganu, Moldova: Ideologies in sentencing in
Central and Eastern European countries
RJ and the training of mediators and facilitators
Location: Tokio
Chair: Terje Eimot (Norway)
Presenters:
Niall Kearney, UK: Introduction to and first results of the
AGIS project on the training of mediators and
facilitators
Ben Lyon, UK: Training and accreditation; approaches
to the development of best practice and regulation of
practice
RJ and legal practitioners
Location: Prague I
Chair: Hans Klette (Sweden)
Presenters:
Gordon Petterson, Norway: How to enable prosecutors
and judges to make use of RJ practice in their work.
The results of the AGIS project on the training of legal
practitioners in RJ
Elzbieta Czwartosz, Poland: Awareness of RJ among
lawyers in Poland
Simona Ghetti and Anna Mestitz, Italy: What do Italian
judges and prosecutors think about victim-offender
mediation?
COST Action A21: Theoretical developments
Location: Brussels
Chair: Jacques Faget (France)
Making sense of RJ – Messages from the COST Action
Working Group on RJ theory
Panel: Rob Mackay and Martin Wright, UK; John Blad and
Bas van Stokkom, Netherlands; Christa Pelikan, Austria

17.00

End of the first day of the conference

17.30

General Meeting of the European Forum
Location: Budapest room
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Friday, 15th of October 2004
9.00-10.30

Workshops
Applying RJ in intercultural settings
Location: New York I
Chair: Hans Boserup (Denmark)
Presenters:
Mary Jo McAllister: Youth RJ in Northern Ireland –
across all our communities and cultures
Uri Yanay, Israel: Restoring justice. Could it work in the
Middle East?
RJ, the police and punishment
Location: New York II
Chair: Rick Sarre (Australia)
Presenters:
Hendrik Kaptein, Netherlands: RJ as punitive public law
Margaret Martin, USA: Policing and RJ: Where are we
headed?
The victim’s position in the context of RJ
Location: Moscow
Chair: Juhani Iivari (Finland)
Presenters:
Niall Kearney, UK: Issues of affecting ‘victims’ of severe
violence in the context of RJ in Scotland
Antony Pemberton, Netherlands: Abolitionist tendencies
and victims’ needs in RJ
Ilona Görgényi, Hungary: The victim’s position in
relation to RJ in Hungary
Introducing RJ in Central and Eastern Europe, part 2
Location: Warsaw
Chair: Szilvia Gyurko (Hungary)
Presenters:
- Rustem Maksudov, Russia, and Eamonn Keenan, UK:
Achievements, issues and problems of introducing RJ
into Russia
- Radek Gajdos and Marek Tkac, Czech Republic: Czech
justice and restorative practice
- Rasim Gjoka, Albania: Challenges and perspectives of
mediation and RJ in Albania
RJ in prisons
Location: Tokio
Chair: Brian Williams (UK)
Presenters:
- Hilde Guffens, Belgium: RJ in prison in Belgium: Where
we started and where we are heading
- Marian Liebmann, UK: RJ in Bristol prison
- Antonio Buonatesta, Belgium: Victim-offender mediation
in a penitentiary context. Outcome of an experiment
carried out in several Belgian prisons
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RJ, young persistent offenders and children as victims
of crime
Location: Prague I
Chair: Paul McCold (USA)
Presenters:
- William Nicol, UK: Children (both as victims and
offenders) and RJ
- Vidia Negrea, Hungary: Transforming labels: New
practices to reintegrate troubled teens
- Jasna Hrncic, Zivica Pavlovic and Slobodan
Milosavljevic, Serbia and Montenegro: Mediation in
conflicts at the juvenile correctional institution in
Krusevac
Particular approaches in RJ practice
Location: Brussels
Chair: Zbigniew Czwartosz (Poland)
Presenters:
Ilaria de Vanna, Italy: Mediterranean mediation
Beni R. Jakob, Israel: Breaking the chains of cross- and
transgenerational crime

10.30-11.00

Break (Coffee in café conference rooms)

11.00-12.00

Café conferences
The potential role of the public and the community
Location: New York I
Cafétier: Per Andersen (Norway)
Topics for discussion:
How to work with the public opinion through the media?
Difficult cases
Location: New York II
Cafétiers: Gerd Delattre (Germany) and Bernd Gläser
(Austria)
Topics for discussion: Bring your difficult cases!
Video: Six conferences: A composite view of
conferencing in programmes for troubled youth (75
minutes) STARTS AT 10.45!
Location: Moscow
Cafétier: Vidia Negrea (Hungary)
By combining footage of actual Real Justice conferences for
offences ranging from truancy and leaving school grounds
to theft and bringing a knife onto a school bus, this video
provides a realistic view of conferencing. Some conferences
are emotional, others are not. Some conferences produce
satisfying ouutcomes and occassionally one falls apart. But
even an ‘unsuccessful’ conference, as the follow-up
interviews show, can produce meaningful outcomes. All six
conferences were videotaped, with the permission of the
participants, at group homes or schools for delinquent and
at-risk youth operated by the Community Service
Foundation in southeastern Pennsylvania.
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Developments in Central and Eastern Europe
Location: Warsaw
Cafétier: Szilvia Gyurkó (Hungary)
The danger of cooptation of the RJ idea and practices
Location: Tokio
Cafétier: Christa Pelikan (Austria)
Topics for discussion:
Legislation: necessity or pitfall?
Working with practice standards as safeguard against
cooptation?
The link between RJ and the criminal justice system
Location: Prague I
Cafétier: Gordon Petterson (Norway)
Topics for discussion:
How to make prosecutors and judges think
restoratively?
How to involve probation and prison?
Going beyond RJ
Location: Brussels
Cafétier: Zbigniew Czwartosz (Poland)
Topics for discussion:
- RJ for young persons: educational approach, just
reparation or only justice?
Both civil and criminal cases, or criminal cases only?

12.00-13.30

Lunch break

13.30-14.30

Café conferences
The potential role of the public and the community
Location: New York I
Cafétier: Keith Simpson (UK)
Topics for discussion:
Reparation to the community: symbolic or real?
Exchange of training materials for mediators
Location: New York II
Cafétier: Terje Eimot (Norway)
Topics for discussion: Bring your training materials!
Video: Facing the Demons
Location: Moscow
Cafétier: Vidia Negrea (Hungary)
Facing the Demons is an hour-long documentary video
about the journey of the family and friends of murdered
victim Michael Marslew, confronting each other face-to-face
in a conference with two of the offenders responsible for
Michael’s death.
Facing the Demons, produced by the Dee Cameron
Company, originally aired on the ABC, Australia’s public
television network. It won an award for “best television
documentary of 1999” in Australia. In 2000 it earned the
United Nations Association Award for Best Television in its
annual Media Peace Awards.
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Developments in Central and Eastern Europe
Location: Warsaw
Cafétiers: Vira Zemlyanska (Ukraine) and
Slezakova (Czech Republic)

Zuzana

The danger of cooptation of the RJ idea and practices
Location: Tokio
Cafétier: John Blad (Netherlands)
Topics for discussion:
RJ practice: how “effective” should it be”?
Coping with cooptation by sound organisation: how to
keep autonomy?
Volunteers and professionals – are they mutually
exclusive?
Location: Prague I
Cafétier: Ivo Aertsen (Belgium)
Topics for discussion:
Do volunteer mediators set the legal protection of the
parties at risk?
Does professionalism undermine the participatory
potential?
Professionals: their fears and resistances.
Going beyond RJ
Location: Brussels
Cafétier:
Topics for discussion:
- Mass victimisation, international conflicts and RJ: can it
work?

14.30-15.00

Break (Coffee in café conference rooms)

15.00-16.30

Workshops
Developing RJ policies
Location: New York I
Chair: Christoph Koss (Austria)
Presenters:
Liz Nelson, UK: The development of a strategic
approach to restorative justice – the issues for
Government
Paul McCold, USA: Dangers and opportunities of
setting standards for RJ practices
Implementing local RJ programmes
Location: New York II
Chair: Ilaria de Vanna (Italy)
Presenters:
Keith Hastie, UK: Establishing and sustaining a RJ
programme
Frederik Bullens, Belgium: Selecting cases for
mediation
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RJ policy development and legislation
Location: Moscow
Chair: Vicky De Souter (Belgium)
Presenters:
Brian Williams, UK: Recent UK legislation on offenders
and victims of crime: restorative justice or co-option
Leo Van Garsse, Belgium: Legislation on mediation:
The end of the beginning or the beginning of the end?
Introducing RJ in Central and Eastern Europe, part 3
Location: Warsaw
Chair: Vira Zemlyanska (Ukraine)
Presenters:
Stefania Kregel, Bosnia and Herzegovina: Introducing
restorative justice for juveniles in Bosnia and
Herzegovina: a pilot project on the implementation of
alternative measures and mediation
Doina Balahur, Romania: Romanian juvenile justice
system towards its way to restorative practices
Roman Koval, Ukraine: RJ implementation in Ukraine
Applying RJ in cases of domestic and sexual violence
Location: Tokio
Chair: Christa Pelikan (Austria)
Presenters:
Bernd Gläser, Austria: Victim-offender mediation in
cases of domestic violence
Juhani Iivari, Finland: Meeting domestic violence in
mediation
Karin Sten Madsen and Hanne Andersson, Denmark:
The challenges of mediating rape
Research on RJ in Europe
Location: Prague I
Chair: Alenka Meznar (Slovenia)
Presenters:
Anna Mestitz, Italy: VOM with youth offenders in
Europe – A Grotius project
Ivo Aertsen, Belgium; Dobrinka Chankova, Bulgaria;
Rob MacKay, UK: Introduction to COST Action A21: RJ
developments in Europe
Furthering RJ practices
Location: Brussels
Chair: Debra Clothier (UK)
Presenters:
Ted Wachtel, USA: From RJ to restorative practices.
Expanding the paradigm
Hans Boserup, Denmark: Advanced techniques and
dilemmas in mediation

16.30

End of the second conference day

20.00

Conference dinner
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Saturday, 16th of October 2004
09.30-10.30

Plenary session
Chairs: Martin Wright (UK) and Monika Platek (Poland)
Presentation of workshop reports
-

Going East!, by Vira Zemlyanska (Ukraine)

-

Restorative justice policies, by Christa Pelikan (Austria)
and Martin Wright (UK)

-

Local models and specific practices, by Leo Van
Garsse (Belgium) and Marian Liebmann (UK)

10.30-11.00

Coffee break

11.00-12.30

Plenary session
Chair: Martin Wright (UK)

12.30

-

Feedback from café conferences and debate, by
Katrien Lauwaert (Belgium) and Rob MacKay (UK)

-

Closing of the conference by Dr. Kinga Göncz, Minister
of Equal Opportunities (Hungary)

-

Closing statements by Siri Kemény (Norway) and Ivo
Aertsen (Belgium)

End of the conference
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Fringe meetings
Wednesday, 13th of October 2004
Meeting of the Board of the European Forum for Victim-Offender
Mediation and Restorative Justice
Time: 09.30-17.00
Location: Brussels room
Meeting of the committees of the European Forum
Time: 17.00-19.00
Location:
Newsletter Editorial Board: New York I
Communication Committee: New York II
Information Committee: Prague III
Practice and training Committee: Moscow
Research Committee: Brussels
Anyone interested in the functioning of the Committees is welcome to
attend one of these meetings. If you are unable to attend the meetings
and if you would like more information about their activities, please do
not hesitate to contact the chairs of the committees or someone from
the Board of the European Forum during the conference.

Thursday, 14th of October 2004
Press conference
Time: 11.00
Location: Prague I
General Meeting of the European Forum for Victim-Offender
Mediation and Restorative Justice
Time: 17.30-20.00
Location: Budapest room
We hope to welcome many members at the meeting, but also nonmembers are welcome to attend (although they will not have voting
rights). The draft agenda of the General Meeting can be found in your
conference bag.

Friday, 15th of October 2004
AGIS 1 meeting: Exchange of training models for mediation
practitioners and training of legal practitioners
Time: 12.00-13.30
Location: Prague I
In this meeting, the people who participated in the AGIS1 project will
come together to discuss the follow-up of the project. This meeting is
open to anyone who is interested in the subject matter. Both parts of
the project (training of mediators and training of legal practitioners) are
topics of workshops on Thursday afternoon.
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AGIS 2 meeting: Meeting the challenges of introducing
restorative justice in Central and Eastern Europe
Time: 17.00-19.00
Location: Prague I
The purpose of this meeting is to plan the next steps in this project.
Hence the meeting is only open for members of the core group of
AGIS 2.

Saturday, 16th of October 2004
Meeting of the Board of the European Forum for Victim-Offender
Mediation and Restorative Justice
Time: 15.00-20.00
Location: Prague I
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Abstracts of plenary presentations
Mária Herczóg, Hungary: Restorative justice in Central and Eastern
Europe: Comparisons, achievements and challenges
The political-economical transition found the countries of the region in very
different conditions depending on the former social and political situation in
the given society. The region has never been homogenious not only because
of the centuries of previous history but because of the history of the last 50
years as well. Therefore it is very interesting and useful in itself to explore the
different approaches to the transition, the influence – and pressure sometimes
– of the western world such as the international recommendations,
agreements, requirements. There are several questions that can and should
be raised concerning the current and desired situation in these countries not
only in relation to RJ, but to the justice system as a whole just like the overall
economical-political system.
Through the adaptation proccess of RJ we also have to face the challenges of
discussing matters as co-operation, non-violent communication, partnership,
equal opportuinities, power shift etc. Countries have different answers and
relations to these issues and the implementation of alternative ways of
handling conflicts and crime.
Maria Herczog Ph.D. sociologist, is working as a senior researcher at the
National Institute of Criminology and in the national Institute for Family and
Social Policy. She also teaches at the University ELTE and is the editor in
chief of the only Hungarian professional child welfare, protection bymonthly
journal Family, Child, Youth. She is a temporary expert of the Council of
Europe, UNICEF, WHO and the author of several books and articals. Her
main interest is in child welfare, child protection, mediation and restorative
justice as a possible way of helping families in conflict resolution, offending
children and young persons to get a chance to learn more about being
accepted as a person and helped to become a responsible adult and a good
parent.
Gerd Delattre, Germany: Dialogue with the public – a neglected element
of restorative justice?
At first glance, victim-offender mediation and the practice of RJ have been
developed throughout Europe in different ways and with different success. At
second glance, however, the situation in the countries has more things in
common than we might assume and some misleading statistics might try to
get us to believe: The efforts to persuade a traditionally reluctant justice
system are a permanent challenge for the protagonists of RJ in almost all
European countries.
The purpose of this presentation is to ask a critical question: Are the existing
judicial systems actually capable on the long run of guaranteeing a referral
practice which is satisfying with regard to both the number of referred cases
and the quality of cases?
Furthermore, this presentation will outline ways how to achieve the main aim
of a discernible increase in the application of RJ. In this context the “dialogue
with the public” is an important instrument. Approaching the public is more
important than ever before. Modern marketing concepts are needed as a
matter of fact as well as the co-operation with multipliers and partners
representing a citizen-orientated legal policy outside the penal law. This
instrument, “the dialogue with the public”, has to be planned, organised and
put into practice continuously.
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Gerd Delattre is the Head of the Servicebuero for Victim-Offender Mediation
and Conflict Settlement, Germany. Between 1985 and 1996 he worked as a
mediator (victim-offender mediation), and trainer of mediators, prosecutors
and police officers. He also initiated the foundation of KOMED, a private
agency for mediation and conflict settlement. Since 1996 he is head of the
Servicebuero for Victim-Offender Mediation and Conflict Settlement, based in
Cologne, Germany. He has also been participating as a lecturer in several
conferences and seminars in Germany and other European countries and is
author of various articles related to victim-offender mediation.
Sturla Falck, Norway: Restorative justice – a giant leap or just another
tool for the criminal justice system?
Restorative justice has for more than twenty years been a new way of
understanding crime as conflicts that include the victim, the community and
the offender. It is an alternative paradigm for conflict resolution with a different
frame of reference that focuses more on the process than the solution to
restore the societal equilibrium that has been disturbed. The traditional
criminal justice system could be reduced, when restorative justice expands.
Has restorative justice developed into a giant leap that has brought the society
away from the traditional crime punishment system in ways of handling
conflicts? Or has it been included as a harmless tool which does not threaten
the crime justice system, but gives it a new legitimacy?
I am an outsider in the meaning that I have never been inside the movement,
but as a sociologist and criminologist I have with interest looked at the
community mediation centers since they were established as an alternative for
conflict resolution in 1981 in Norway. They started inside the Child Welfare
System, but were transferred to the Ministry of Justice in 1991. Is the ideology
from Nils Christie’s article “Conflict as property” (1977) still valid? He wanted
to get rid off the professionals, the lawyers, and return conflicts back to the
involved parts.
Restorative Justice includes far more than victim-offender mediation as I know
it from the Norwegian mediation services. Family Group Conferences,
restorative policing and even alternative conflict resolution inside the prison
system have become part of the picture. The concept and ideas are still an
alternative, but at the same time they have been absorbed into the traditional
criminal justice system. Is this a way of changing the system from within? Has
the concept been so diluted that it has been absorbed into the system it was
meant to be an alternative to and has become just another tool for control and
repression?
Sturla Falck is sociologist, senior researcher, director for the strategic institute
programme for development research at NOVA (Norwegian Social Research)
and Research director (1997-2004). Previously he worked at the Department
of Criminology, University of Oslo, at the Scandinavian Research Council for
Criminology, in the Ministry of Social Affairs and the Norwegian Institute of
Child Welfare Research. He published approximately 60 articles and books, in
criminology and sociology. His main topics are juvenile delinquency, crime
trends and child welfare.
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Workshop abstracts
Friday, 14 October 2004, 15.30-17.00
VOLUNTEERS AS A FORM OF COMMUNITY PARTICIPATION
Betty Robinson, UK: Volunteering for my community
The workshop will be designed to allow lively discussion regarding delegates’
views on volunteering.
Topics for discussion include:
- Training, working and cost effective volunteers.
What do volunteers expect in return for giving their time and skills without
payment?
Does volunteering reduce employment opportunities?
- Within the workshop, delegates will be able to give their views on positives
and negatives of having members of the community work with
victims/offenders in their own area.
- Views on how a volunteer would deal with a situation of meeting people
they have worked with and what effect, if any, would there be on the
victim/offender and the organisation.
- Would volunteering encourage better participation in the community?
Betty Robinson is Team Leader of a Restorative Justice Service in Fife
Scotland working with 11-16 years olds, and has been involved in victimoffender mediation since 1996. She is responsible for the recruitment,
selection, training, and managing of volunteers. This training is delivered at six
monthly intervals.
Karen Paus, Norway: Volunteer or professional mediators
Through her presentation, the presenter hopes to outline some issues for
debate regarding the choice between using laymen or professionals as
mediators between victim and offender. What are the benefits and strengths
and what might be weaknesses i.e. regarding legal safeguards. By using the
Norwegian model as a background for her presentation, focus will be towards
laymen as mediators. Some questions she would like to raise are the
following:
Does present practice meet the main objectives for choosing laymen
instead of professionals? Can the objectives stated in regulations for
victim offender mediation in Norway be met by using laymen instead of
professionals?
What makes the mediator a “professional”? Is it purely the question of
having this as an occupation? Or can several years of practice, training
and education also make the layman a professional mediator?
How does the knowledge of whether the mediator is a layman or a
professional affect the parties roles in mediation? Does this knowledge
make any difference?
What are the limits regarding types of offences or situations in mediation
that can be handled by laymen? A challenge in mediation is often
differences of power in the mediation session. How can this be handled
and dealt with by the mediator and the parties? Would these more
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complex aspects of the mediation process be arguments for not using
laymen as mediators?
Karen Kristin Paus, criminologist, works as an adviser at “The Mediation
Service in Oslo and Akershus”. She has also been active as a volunteer
mediator. Besides the ordinary work in the administration she is involved in
collaboration with colleagues in Albania, through a solidarity project funded by
Norwegian authorities.
RJ IN SCHOOLS
Anja Semper and Bernd-Uwe Gütling, Germany: Mediation in schools
“MeinS”
The presenters will show how victim-offender mediation works in schools.
They will discuss the training of school mediators and the rules for the
mediation practice. They will show a video (11 minutes) developed with 13year old children in a school in Oldenburg. This video shows the different
steps of the development of conflicts in schools and how they can be solved
by means of mediation.
Anja Semper is an artist and set up the project ‘Fairmittlung e.V. –
Communication and mediation’ within which the ‘Mediation in Schools’
(MeinS) project was created.
Bernd-Uwe Gütling is a pedagogist and mediator. He works in the field of
mediation since 1991. He set up a project ‘Conflict management in schools’
which works together with ‘Konfliktschlichtung e.V.’. He leads the ‘Fairmittlung’
project.
Lívia Hadházi, Hungary: Application of the conflict management
technique “Face to face” in the Zöld Kakas Liceum Secondary School
The presenter learned the restorative conflict management techniques
through the Family-Child-Youth Foundation in the summer of 2001. The
th
techniques were then introduced in the 9 grade of the school. During the
year 2001-2002, several conferences were organised for the students in order
to improve their conflict handling skills. In the year 2002-2003, students willing
to become facilitators were trained. Since then they have been involved in the
process of handling conflicts at school whether they originated in the school or
elsewhere.
In her presentation, the presenter intends to summarise her experience and to
share her ideas with the other participants. She will be assisted by Dávid
Gerendás, a former student of the school who participated in the training and
who has been very useful.
Lívia Hadházi is working as a teacher in the Zöld Kakas Liceum Secondary
School since September 1998. In this school, dropout students who have not
succeeded in other schools are being taught.
CONFERENCING MODELS
Rick Sarre, Netherlands: An adult RJ pilot project in South Australia
In March 2004, the Adelaide (South Australia) Magistrates Court began an
adult restorative justice conferencing pilot project, initially for six months. The
model is based on a restorative justice, victim-focused philosophy, already
well entrenched in the South Australian juvenile justice system. This
philosophy is borne out by the fact that there is no intention to include
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recidivism rates in the evaluation of the pilot, but merely to focus, at this pilot
stage, on varying aspects of victim satisfaction and perception of procedural
justice.
This paper will report on the pilot and the interesting circumstances that led to
the pilot. It will also review some data regarding the decade of juvenile
conferencing that has been in place in South Australia since the Young
Offenders Act 1993. What this data reveals is that hopes for reduction in
recidivism appear not to have been realised.
Dr Rick Sarre is Associate Professor of Law and Criminal Justice at the
School of International Business, University of South Australia. He was, from
1992 to 1998, the Head of the School of Law and Legal Practice, University of
SA. He currently lectures in criminal justice and criminology, policing, media
law and commercial law with offshore programmes twinned with Hong Kong
Baptist University. He is a former legal practitioner with a commercial law firm
in Adelaide and spent time with Australian Lawyers for Refugees in Hong
Kong in 1992 and lecturing at Graceland University, Iowa, USA. His
qualifications include undergraduate studies in law (Adelaide University) and
sociology (Graceland University, Iowa), and post-graduate degrees in
criminology (University of Toronto, Canada) and law (University of Canberra).
He has published over 140 scholarly pieces in the fields of law, criminology,
socio-legal issues and restorative justice.
Rob van Pagée, Netherlands: Conferencing is empowering citizens and
should be in the mainstream
The National Center for Restorative Practices in the Netherlands is advocating
and supporting conferencing as models of empowering citizens. The New
Zealand model of Family Group Conference and the Restorative Justice
Conference model are implemented at the same time and give insight into the
interrelation of these models. In both approaches, the success of the model
depends on individuals, as opposed to professionals, taking responsibility for
their own circumstances. Individuals derive support from a network of family,
friends and acquaintances. Both models use similar open questions: ‘What
has happened?’, ‘Who has been affected?’, ‘Whom does it concern and in
what manner?’, ‘Where can this child grow up safely?’, ‘How can the violence
stop?’, ‘What are the available resources?’.
Conferencing turns the system upside down and puts the needs of individuals
first. Daily practice with conferencing demonstrates that groups of citizens
many times are willing and able to take responsibility for their own lives with
the problems they face and for repairing wrongdoing and its effects.
Experience with these practices to date (only 500 conferences in four years)
contradicts the limited expectations of governments, organisations and many
times individual citizens, who read different stories in their newspapers.
Conferencing deserves much more attention since it is supporting and
reinforcing the social structure of our society. Offering conferencing in cases
of domestic violence, for instance, has learned that widening the circle of
family and friends around this problem will stop the violence. Leaving the
responsibility for the problem and decision about a plan for ‘restoration’ with
the family group is very much empowering and is many times much more
effective than single interventions made by outsiders to deal with that
problem.
It is remarkable how well these models connect to the needs of citizens to
repair situations that have gone wrong, using their own commitment and
resources. Especially when compared to the way victims, offenders and
clients of the traditional Child Welfare services rated their experiences with the
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traditional responses of public agencies. Conferencing should be a practice in
the mainstream of Welfare, Justice and Health.
Robert van Pagée is a board member of Eigen-Kracht – Center for
Restorative Practices in the Netherlands. The Center is implementing
conference models with the aim to support and reinforce social structure in
society. Next to the Netherlands, the Center has also been active in Belgium,
Poland, Russia and Ukraine.
Monika Platek, Poland: RJ conferences in Poland – the rise of the new
legal practice
Polish criminal law provides the space for mediation, but not for Restorative
Justice Conferences. The idea of RJ has been brought by several academics
and recently by a series of seminars and workshops lead by Jim Consedine, a
RJ activist and co-ordinator from New Zealand. As a result, a group of people
started to train themselves and in fact to run several conferences. The
practice exceeds the law.
The presentation has two goals. The first is to share the experience we have
in introducing the RJ idea into criminal law practice and into the curriculum for
the training of lawyers and future lawyers. The second goal is to use the
know-how of participants from other countries and to learn from them useful
ways and methods to train the RJ facilitators. We would like to start with a
short presentation and then use the time that is left for interactive work
focused on building up the programme for the training of RJ legal facilitators.
We hope that this could have a practical value and that we will be able to use
it in our work back home in Poland.
Monika Platek works at the law faculty of the University of Warsaw. She has a
J.D. and Ph.D. in law and criminology of the law faculty of the University of
Warsaw. She is also a chairwoman of the PSEP and the Polish Ombudsman
representative for victims’ rights. She started the Street Law Clinic at Warsaw
University.
INTRODUCING RJ IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE, PART 1
Zuzana Slezakova, Czech Republic: Introduction of the AGIS project and
first results
The European Forum for VOM and RJ launched in the beginning of this year
an AGIS project called “Meeting the challenges of introducing victim-offender
mediation in Central and Eastern Europe”. Its main objective is to support
developments of VOM in Central and Eastern Europe and to improve the
exchange around VOM between the West and the East. The project is only
possible thanks to the activity of the European Forum members and
supporters and the financial support of the European Commission. It runs until
November 2005; within its duration following activities are planned: 2 expert
meetings and 2 seminars, and a final publication.
The first expert meeting took place in June of this year. It concentrated on the
current situation in Central and Eastern Europe (CEE). The second expert
meeting (planned for April /May 2005) will build on the first one and will look
into what can concretely be done to give an impetus to the policy
developments around VOM in CEE. The first seminar coincides with this
Conference, and shall serve to bring the Western and the Eastern experts
together. The second seminar, planned for September 2005, will present the
results of the project and will be an opportunity to discuss how the conclusions
and recommendations of the project can be used in a practical way. At the
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end of the two years a final publication will be published, which will bring
together all the information collected during the entire project, analyse the
project and will include recommendations for the future of VOM in CEE.
As to the first expert meeting: it took place in Vienna, from 24 to 26 June
2004. 14 experts from Eastern and Western European countries and also
representatives of the European Forum took part. During the meeting, the
situation on VOM in the participating countries was presented. The particular
impact was set to the typical factors (both negative and positive) in CEE
countries in relation to the implementation of restorative justice. The main
results will be presented.
Zuzana Slezáková currently works for the Ministry of Interior of the Czech
Republic. Her background is law and criminology. During her studies in
Belgium, she was recruited by the European Forum for RJ and VOM to help to
start up the AGIS project, and particularly to organise its first expert meeting in
Vienna in June 2004.
Sorin Hanganu, Moldova: Ideologies in sentencing in Central and
Eastern European countries
This presentation aims to reveal the specific elements of the criminal
sentencing policy in Central and Eastern European countries, resulting from
the punishing ideology that lived in the former USSR. Among other issues, an
overview of the criminal sanctions until the 90s will be given, as well as:
- the development of these over the years, namely stressing the influence of
the Gulag mentality;
- the resocialisation of the offender by incarceration and the role of the
prison;
- sentencing – an exclusive attribute of the state;
- the limited involvement/participation of the community in the criminal
justice system;
- the (limited) participation of the victim.
Also actual trends in changing/reforming the criminal justice system will be
dealt with:
- trends and efforts of introducing restorative practices and victim-offender
mediation;
- introducing other community-based sanctions and measures and
alternatives to imprisonment.
Sorin Hanganu is a young researcher who graduated from Moldova State
University and who has an LLM in Law. Since 2001 he is working at the
Institute for Penal Reform, a Moldovan NGO active in the field of penal and
penitentiary reform. Since 2003 he is the Head of the Community Service and
Mediation Department.
RJ AND THE TRAINING OF MEDIATORS AND FACILITATORS
Niall Kearney, UK: Introduction to and first results of the AGIS project on
the training of mediators and facilitators
In the year 2003, the European Forum for Victim-Offender Mediation and
Restorative Justice succeeded in getting funding from the European
Commission, under its AGIS Programme, to run a project entitled “Working
towards the creation of European training models for practitioners and legal
practitioners in relation to restorative justice practices”. Part of this project
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consisted in trying to obtain more information concerning the state of affairs of
the training of mediators in criminal matters. A group of experienced trainers
coming from 11 different European countries had the opportunity to meet
twice. They exchanged information on the training models that they used, and
compared the models. They also discussed the desirability of developing
European standards for training mediators. The meetings resulted in the
drafting of recommendations for the training of mediators. Other initiatives to
work together in the future were taken as well.
Niall Kearney works for SACRO (Safeguarding Communities Reducing
Offending), a Scottish NGO, in the role of service leader in a diversion from
prosecution service and also as RJ development officer. Among other things,
Niall is a trained mediator and qualified mediation assessor to Scottish
Vocational Qualification standards.
Ben Lyon, UK: Training and accreditation; approaches to the
development of best practice and regulation of practice
This presentation will explore the development of a common approach to best
practice, training and accreditation in England and Wales. The Government’s
position expressed in the strategy document published last year and the work that
has taken place since to develop an agreed approach to best practice, covering
both mediation and conferencing approaches will be set out as well as the
challenges that this has presented in terms of the different perspectives and
traditions of the two approaches coming together. Then it will be discussed how
these agreed best practice standards will be translated into national occupational
standards and accredited awards open to practitioners in any professional or
voluntary setting to achieve, and how the establishment of a new professional
association for restorative practitioners could have an important role in future in
licensing practitioners. Then the discussion will be opened up to ask people in
other countries how they have taken forward regulation of the training and
accreditation in other countries. In the UK we are likely to take quite a
deregulated approach – i.e. that anyone in any professional field can become a
practitioner, and that anyone can train practitioners, but they must then prove
their competence on-the-job and get a recognised award to become members of
the professional association. But we are aware that other countries have
approached this very differently and it would be good to discuss those different
approaches.
Ben Lyon manages the Connect RJ Project in London, mediating adult criminal
cases in partnership with Probation Service personnel, whilst training them
towards independent practice. He has experience in providing restorative
services in the youth justice field and in running a Home Office funded research
project. He currently consults for the Home Office on proposed training and
accreditation matters, and is a founder member of the Association of Restorative
Practitioners (UK).
RJ AND LEGAL PRACTITIONERS
Gordon Petterson, Norway: How to enable prosecutors and judges to
make use of RJ practice in their work. The results of the AGIS project on
the training of legal practitioners in RJ
In the last years, several important supranational recommendations and
decisions have been brought in to promote the use of mediation in criminal
matters:
- in 1999, the Recommendation N° R (99) 19 of the Council of Europe on
Mediation in Penal Matters
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in 2000, the UN Basic principles on the use of restorative justice
programmes in criminal matters
- in 2001, the Council Framework Decision of 15 March 2001 on the
standing of victims in criminal proceedings (2001/220/JHA).
Despite these important decisions and recommendations, and despite
significant legislative reform and the growth of mediation programmes and
services in many countries, mediation in criminal matters today is still only
used in a small percentage of criminal matters. The gap between actual and
potential use reflects the difference between legislative intentions and the
limited understanding by many representatives of the criminal justice system
of the role mediation can play.
It is clear that in practice the success of mediation programmes in most
European countries depends entirely on the co-operation of legal
practitioners. This co-operation is important for the selection and referral of
suitable cases, for taking into account the results of mediation and for
safeguarding the necessary legal rights of the parties
Is it possible to develop a short training programme for legal professionals,
that could have impact on their knowledge, skills and attitudes ?
Is it possible that a short training programme could help prosecutor and
judges start seeing mediation as an option and know how to integrate it into
their daily work ?
Gordon Petterson is Asisstant Chief of Police at the Legal and Prosecution
Department of Follo Policedistrict in Norway. In between 1997 and 2003 he
was a prosecutor and before that he was a manager of the Mediation Board.
He also practiced as a mediator in divorce cases.
-

Elzbieta Czwartosz, Poland: Awareness of RJ among lawyers in Poland
The aim of the study that will be presented was to diagnose the level of
knowledge of RJ and mediation procedures among lawyers (including
practitioners like judges, prosecutors and future lawyers-students). The
subject of our interest was how the respondents assessed advantages,
restrictions and dangers connected with implementing mediation into the
criminal law system. The study consisted of three aspects:
1) The way of understanding the idea of RJ, i.e. presumptions concerning the
model of RJ, knowledge of consequences of new law order, knowledge of
law settlements concerning the application of mediation.
2) Attitudes towards the institution of mediation in the community of lawyers,
beliefs concerning efficacy of mediation in penal conflicts and reasoning
for its application in different phases of the trial process.
3) Preferred model of conducting mediation in court practice: expectations
connected with the role and function of mediator, beliefs concerning the
reasoning of mediation application in certain types of penal conflicts, views
concerning criteria for the selection of cases for mediation.
Elzbieta Czwartosz is assistant professor at the Faculty of Psychology of the
University of Warsaw and at the Advanced School of Social Psychology
where mediation courses are a compulsory part of the curriculum. She has
been a consultant and trainer in the programme on the development and
application of victim-offender mediation procedures in the Polish legal system
since 1995.
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Simona Ghetti and Anna Mestitz, Italy: What do Italian judges and
prosecutors think about victim-offender mediation?
In recent years, victim-offender mediation (VOM) as a form of RJ has gained
considerable attention. In Italy, VOM is being experimented with in the juvenile
justice system, in which public prosecutors and judges may dispose for VOM
as a part of the judicial process. Because the practice of VOM is still marginal
in Italy (i.e. VOM is attempted in about 7-8% of the juvenile crimes reported to
the authorities in the jurisdictions in which a VOM service exists), it is
important to establish what criteria prosecutors and judges use to select cases
for VOM, what goals they pursue when they provide for VOM, and how they
perceive VOM efficacy to prevent re-offending in comparison to other
practices, resulting from traditional justice models (i.e. retribution and
rehabilitation models).
A survey was conducted with public prosecutors and judges employed in 9
juvenile jurisdictions. Results reveal that the type of crimes committed by the
juvenile is the main criterion in the decision to attempt VOM (i.e. petty crimes
or those against the person in the presence of a close relationship), and that
both prosecutors and judges are significantly more likely to attempt VOM to
make the offender responsible than to offer reparation to the victim, or prevent
the judicial system to become clogged with petty crimes. Additional analyses
involve the investigation of differences according to participants’ professional
role (judges vs. prosecutors), gender, and the participants’ attitudes. Finally,
both prosecutors and judges rate the restorative model as significantly more
successful at preventing recidivism than the retributive model, but as
successful as the rehabilitation model. Results will be discussed in relation to
the characteristics of the Italian juvenile justice system and juvenile crime in
Italy.
Simona Ghetti (PhD, researcher) has conducted numerous studies on the
psychological consequences for children of being involved in the legal system.
Her work is published in national and international books and reviews. Her
main interests concern the evaluation of children’s eyewitness testimony and
legal procedures and treatment for juvenile offenders.
Anna Mestitz (research director) heads the IRSIG research programme on
juvenile justice. She is the author of articles and books concerned with the
Italian juvenile justice system, and presented her work in various international
contexts. She also has co-ordinated international research projects on VOM.
COST ACTION A21: THEORETICAL DEVELOPMENTS
Rob Mackay and Martin Wright, UK; John Blad and Bas van Stokkom,
Netherlands; and Christa Pelikan, Austria: Making sense of RJ –
Messages from the COST Action Working Group on RJ theory
The expansion of RJ in Europe has posed many questions about what this
model means, how it relates to the criminal justice systems of Europe and to
other parts of our legal and social worlds. We need to address what part
theories play in providing justifications, rationales, principles, explanations and
analyses of restorative practices.
The COST Action Working Group on Restorative Justice Theory has been
meeting since 2003. The purpose of the group is to clarify the theoretical
ground of RJ with the aim of stimulating further developments in the field. This
panel will provide a sample of the group’s developmental work. The speakers
will give accounts of some of the controversial issues which they have been
propounding as a ground-clearing for more systematic theoretical treatment.
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The types of topic that will be addressed include: the scope of RJ;
controversies between RJ and criminal law; the ethics of punishment;
justifications of RJ; and, the theorisation of psychological, moral and legal
themes (eg guilt, responsibility, shame, forgiveness and remorse).
Dr. John R. Blad (1950) is Associate Professor in Criminal and Criminal
Procedural Law at the Law School of Erasmus University Rotterdam. He is
editor of the Dutch-Flemish Journal of Restorative Justice (Tijdschrift voor
Herstelrecht) and his main academic interests are in penal theory and criminal
justice philosophy. His dissertation of 1996 was a critique of criminal justice
abolitionism ('Abolitionisme als Strafrechtstheorie, Gouda Quint, Deventer). In
criticizing abolitionism he discovered the possibilities of restorative justice.
Other topics on which he contributed substantially were decriminalisation of
euthanasia and physician (and citizen) assisted suicide in the Netherlands
and community dispute resolution. His most recent Dutch publications have
been on the possibilities of 'restorative social policy' and on restorative
detention.
Rob Mackay has written theoretical papers on the justification and principles
of RJ. He currently works in the field of youth justice policy implementation,
and serves as a community mediator.
Bas van Stokkom is sociologist and philosopher working at the Centre for
Ethics, Radboud University Nijmegen, The Netherlands. Previously he was
journalist, co-worker of the Dutch labour party research institute and chief
editor of the monthly ‘Justitiële verkenningen’. His main research domains are
police ethics, punishment ethics, restorative justice and deliberative
democracy.
Martin Wright has written extensively on RJ and contributes to national and
international forums on RJ. He is a former librarian of the Cambridge Institute
of Criminology and Director of the Howard League in England and Wales. He
serves as a community mediator
Dr. Christa Pelikan is a researcher at the Institute for the Sociology of Law
and Criminology in Vienna. She has been chairing the ‘Committee of experts
on mediation in penal matters’ within the Council of Europe and has been a
member of its Criminological Scientific Council from 1999-2003.
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FRIDAY, 15 October 2004, 09.00-10.30
APPLYING RJ IN INTERCULTURAL SETTINGS
Mary Jo McAllister, UK: Youth RJ in Northern Ireland – across all our
communities and cultures
The Justice (Northern Ireland) Act 2002 established the Youth Justice
Agency, which consolidates criminal justice services for young people. Part of
the new Agency is the Youth Conference Service, which works upon the
principles of RJ. This significant development represents a commitment by the
government to the principles of RJ within the youth justice system. The
theoretical basis of Youth Conferencing in Northern Ireland is a ‘Balanced
Approach’ model. This model examines the relationships between the victims
of crime, young people who commit criminal offences, and the wider
community. As the Youth Conference Service develops, it is involving a
widening range of members of the community in supporting both victims and
young people to meet their respective needs, and thus to contributing to a
safer community.
This development takes place within the historical context of sectarian crime
and crime against the state, and, increasingly, hate-based crime, particularly
against the growing numbers of minority ethnic communities and cultures in
Northern Ireland. The challenge for the Youth Conference Service is to
implement RJ practices within communities which, whilst continuing to be
divided along the traditional catholic/protestant lines, are increasingly diverse
in terms of minority ethnic and gay communities.
The introduction, through legislation, of RJ to the criminal justice system in
Northern Ireland is an exciting and challenging innovation, which flows from
the Good Friday Agreement and can make a significant contribution to the
building of the principles of equity, diversity and interdependence within all
communities.
Mary Jo McAllister has teaching and social work qualifications. She has
worked in various Probation Services in the UK for many years, both as a
practitioner and a manager. She has also worked in the trade union
movement. Her interests include development and implementation of equal
opportunities and anti-discrimination practice and policy.
Uri Yanay, Israel: Restoring justice. Could it work in the Middle East?
In recent years, many countries developed alternative means to deal with
criminal justice related issues. Canada, New Zealand and Australia were first
to do so. It was probably the tradition, legacy and formal respect for their
indigenous ‘first nations’ population that helped acknowledge and introduce
such alternatives.
Palestinian Arabs are Israel’s indigenous population. However, the political
stalemate in Israel hampers efforts made to restore relations and solve
conflicts using RJ philosophy and process. Peacemaking is widely used
among Israeli Arabs themselves, and so it is also used among some Jewish
communities, but it is unlikely that any comprehensive, state based, formal
alternative conflict resolution initiative would be adopted as long as the IsraeliPalestinian conflict exists.
The paper lists political, social and cultural constraints and barriers that thwart
such initiative. It also highlights the potential benefits and opportunities in
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restoring community relationships within a complicated, painful political
conflict.
The overall feeling that everyone is victimised in this conflict may open a door
to restoring relations.
The paper is based on observations made in the Middle East where different
communities, audients and interests are involved.
Prof. Uri Yanay teaches social policy at the School of Social Work and Social
Welfare at the Hebrew University of Jerusalem, Israel. In recent years his
research focuses on services designed for victims of crime and terrorism. RJ
is a way to make peace, reduce hostilities and empower victims. Parts of his
research were conducted in Northern Ireland, the US, Germany, Canada,
Australia and New Zealand. Prof. Yanay published a number of articles on this
topic in international and national scientified journals.
RJ, THE POLICE AND PUNISHMENT
Hendrik Kaptein, Netherlands: RJ as punitive public law
Opposition to RJ is often motivated by its supposedly fatal lack of punitive and
‘public’ force. Apologies, reconciliation, atonement, payment of damages etc.
are regarded as informal or civil law-like remedies at best, lacking the
supposedly essentially punitive character of criminal law measures, just as
reducing the ‘resolution’ of crime to relationships of victims and offenders is
taken to come down to misguided privatisation, or wrong-headed exclusion
from criminal procedure of the rest of citizenship.
Against such and other criticisms of RJ, basic ideas of ‘civilised criminal law’
may be developed. An attempt is made to base criminal procedure and
punishment on principles of moral psychology transcending criminal law,
concerning relationships between actorship, wrongful harm, resentment,
apologies, retribution as reparation, and reconciliation. Reparation by
offenders is regarded as essential for restoration of respect and self-respect.
Punishment as mere infliction of pain must be done away with, to be replaced
by penal servitude, in the sense of: reparation of harm done by offenders’ own
efforts. Such penal servitude is taken to be the constructive core idea of
retribution as integration of forfeit, punishment and restitution. Offenders’ pain
is no more than a probably not unwelcome by-product, then, in restoration of
original positions for all concerned. In this way, RJ may still be punitive in a
sensible way.
The essentially public nature of such civilised criminal law is expressed by the
state’s coercion of penal servitude, to be determined in public trial and in the
name of the people, as an expression of moral resentment against offenders
and compassion with victims. Crimes against general interests may be
compensated for by penal servitude as well. Still, the possibilities of informal
criminal conflict resolution ought not to go unheeded, if apposite.
Thus regarded, and apart from its much superior kinds of sanctions, civilised
criminal law is not completely different from current criminal law, thus offering
fruitful possibilities for piecemeal reform.
Hendrik Kaptein is lecturer in jurisprudence at the University of Amsterdam.
He teaches and writes on theory and practice of (legal) argumentation, on
legal ethics and on RJ. With Marijke Malsch, he edited ‘Crime, Victims and
Justice: Essays on Principles and Practice’ (Ashgate, 2004) (and also
contributed an essay to it, on the idea of penal servitude and related notions).
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Margaret Martin, USA: Policing and RJ: Where are we headed?
This paper describes the theoretical, practice and value dimensions of RJ and
examines these in relation to community policing ideology and practice.
Although there may be congruence between the most idealistic visions of
community policing and RJ, practical constraints in police organisations and
community democratic mechanisms challenge policy implementation. The
paper employs the Northern Ireland police reform experience as a case
example, and explores the central dilemmas and paradoxes inherent in
transforming police, especially in communities in conflict. It raises questions
about the capacity of a police organisation to train and sustain within their
personnel the skills and values necessary for community policing, yet the
essential obligation to do just this. It similarly asks whether communities can
assert the necessary democratic control necessary to insure that the state’s
interests are balanced with the local. The paper argues for a greater role for
justice knowledge, skills and values to be incorporated into community
policing practice if it is to be restorative.
Dr. Martin is a professor of Social Work at Eastern Connecticut State
University in the USA. Here research is focused on criminal justice policy
related to domestic violence, policing, courts and corrections. She has
highlighted some of the perverse consequences of progressive social policy
reform. She has conducted evaluation research on community organisations’
efforts to reform the Police Service in Northern Ireland. She has interviewed
members of the force and community leaders and observed new democratic
initiatives supporting community policing in Northern Ireland.
THE VICTIM’S POSITION IN THE CONTEXT OF RJ
Niall Kearney, UK: Issues of affecting ‘victims’ of severe violence in the
context of RJ in Scotland
This presentation will address some of the issues affecting ‘victims’ of severe
violence in the context of RJ.
The presentation will be divided into two parts:
1.
This part will highlight some issues arising from the experience of
‘victims’ of serious crime who request the RJ intervention provided by
SACRO (Safeguarding Communities Reducing Offending), the Scottish
NGO. These issues include: the timing of the intervention, the further
‘victimisation’ of ‘victims’ by statutory bodies and NGOs, compounded
grief, trauma.
2.
This part will draw attention to the psychological and therapeutic
knowledge base required for those working with people affected by
severe violence within a RJ framework with particular reference to
‘victims’.
Niall Kearney works for SACRO (Safeguarding Communities Reducing
Offending), a Scottish NGO, in the role of service leader in a diversion from
prosecution service and also as RJ development officer. Among other things,
Niall is a trained mediator and qualified mediation assessor to Scottish
Vocational Qualification standards.
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Antony Pemberton, Netherlands: Abolitionist tendencies and victims’
needs in RJ
Three motives are central to RJ. First there is the abolitionist motive. RJ is
seen by many as a possible replacement of the criminal justice system.
Howard Zehr’s paradigm shift and the differences between as he describes
them vertical justice and new, horizontal justice is a prime example, as well as
the redefinition of crime as a conflict between individuals in Christie’s classic
‘Conflicts as property’. Second there is the victimological motive, in the sense
that RJ should focus on repairing the damage and the suffering the crime may
have caused the victim. The third motive concerns the offender. RJ is
proposed to have a crime prevention effect and to be a more humane way of
dealing with crimes.
The three motives are mostly ‘sold’ as a package deal. Most RJ procedures
and the restorative paradigm are defended on the grounds that they are better
than criminal justice procedures (the abolitionist motive) in concern to meeting
the needs of victims (the victimological motive) and offenders, and contribute
to crime prevention (the offender/crime prevention motive). However, the
necessity of this package of motives is not unproblematic. The European
Forum for Victim Services and myself have argued elsewhere that the
victimological motive and the offender focused motives may clash if proper
safeguards are not implemented.
But the marriage of abolitionist perspective and the victimological motive within
RJ is not without its problems eithers. This is the subject of the paper. The
presenter proposes to address a number of issues that merit a more critical
approach of the relationship between abolitionist tendencies and victims’
needs in RJ, which in turn can influence the way RJ is implemented.
Antony Pemberton studied political sciences at Nijmegen University in the
Netherlands. He worked for a Dutch policy research institute, namely
‘Research voor Beleid’ in Leiden. In this capacity he undertook and oversaw
over thirty research subjects in the fields of justice and home affairs. Topics
included were stalking, the casino markets in the Netherlands, foster care and
the introduction of iris scans. Since 2002 he is in the service of the head office
of Victim Support in the Netherlands. In his capacity as staff member research
and policy development he advises the chief executive of VS the Netherlands
on subjects like repeat victimisation, crisis intervention and RJ and is also
responsible for the research programme of VS the Netherlands. Furthermore
he is project supervisor of the implementation of two RJ programmes in the
Netherlands.
Ilona Görgényi, Hungary: The victim’s position in relation to RJ in
Hungary
In this presentation the classification system of RJ, worked out by Paul
McCold, will be followed. The starting point is that fully restorative justice in
criminal matters does not exist in Hungary. That’s why the presenter tries to
show the mostly and partly restorative approaches at domestic level. By now
the application of diversion, including RJ element, is known among criminal
lawyers and the codification work of mediation in criminal cases and victims’
protection is in progress. Attention will be paid to the victim’s position, their
situation and rights in the context of RJ. It is a hot issue, how is it possible to
harmonize one hand the RJ solutions, and other hand the traditional principle
of legality. For the future the aim is to increase opportunism. That can be
viewed as the opposite of legality. RJ solutions have double advantages:
taking victims’ interests into consideration in the given criminal case, and
devoting energy within the criminal justice system to the serious acts. One of
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the most important objectives of RJ is: to attend fully to the victim’s – material,
financial, emotional and social – needs.
Dr. Ilona Görgényi is the Head of Department of Criminal Law and
Criminology at the University of Miskolc, Hungary and also a Board member
of Section of Victimology of the Hungarian Society of Criminology. She
studied and conduct research in Oxford, Freibug and Helsinki. Dr Görgényi’s
has main scientific activies relate to the fields of victimology, restorative
justice, environmental criminal law and corruption.
INTRODUCING RJ IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE, PART 2
Rustem Maksudov, Russia and Eamonn Keenan, UK: Achievements,
issues and problems of introducing RJ into Russia
The Moscow based Centre for Legal and Judicial Reform is the leading
organisation on development of RJ across Russia. Since August 2002 they
have been working with the Centre for Social Action and the Centre for
Community and Criminal Justice at De Montfort University, England.
Funded by the British Government Department for International Development
the organisations have been working to institutionalise RJ in Russia through a
project.
The workshop will focus on practical examples of the situations that faced the
management and staff of the joint project. The presenters will seek to share
the lessons with reference to:
- The current position of young offenders in Russia
- The approaches developed in partnership working
- The activities of the programmes pilot projects
- Working with the key agencies, courts, offenders and victims
- Impacts to date
- Prospects for change and possibilities for the future
Rustem Maksudov is General Manager for RJ in the Centre for Judicial and
Legal Reform (Russia). He works to advance RJ in Russia and participates in
a number of projects implemented in Russia together with Western
specialists. His interests focus on problems of juvenile justice development in
Russia, methods of work for mediators and building RJ into the Russian law
system.
Eamonn Keenan qualified as a youth, community and social worker at the
University of Ulster. He has worked as a practitioner, manager, trainer,
evaluator and consultant. His work has had a focus on youth offending,
conflict and reconciliation. He is based at the Centre for Social Action, De
Montfort University, England and lives in Northern Ireland.
Radek Gajdos and Marek Tkac, Czech Republic: Czech justice and
restorative practice
Through its declared mission, the Probation and Mediation Service of the
Czech Republic (PMS) is endeavouring to bring about the effective and
socially beneficial resolution of conflicts arising out of criminal offending. At
the same time, it is working to ensure the proper carrying-out of alternative
sentences, placing an emphasis on the interests of victims, the protection of
the community, and crime prevention. The Czech Probation and Mediation
Service represents a new institution in the field of criminal justice policy and
arises out of collaboration between two professions – social work and law.
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Their linking-up has given rise to a new, multi-disciplinary profession within
the system of criminal justice. The PMS has declared three basic objectives
for its activities: the integration of offenders, victim support, and the protection
of society.
The initial concept for the PMS was built on the assumption that the key area
of operation must be pre-trial criminal proceedings. During this phase, the
PMS provides services for both the victim and the accused directed at settling
conflicts arising out of criminal offence. This involves, in particular, mediation
between the victim and the accused (offender) and the drafting of presentence reports. The co-operation of the victim and the accused with the
PMS is entirely voluntary at this stage; the presumption of innocence applies
to the accused, as of course it does to the victim. In practice, however, we
generally attempt to apply the principle that it is more effective to motivate the
accused to cooperate than to compel him merely on the basis of the powers
entrusted to us by the law. The activities of the PMS can result, for example,
in the discontinuance of criminal proceedings by means of diversion or the
application of suitable alternative sentences.
During the post-sentence phase the PMS concept systematically follows on
from activities during the pre-trial phase. The PMS is here responsible for
organising, enforcing, and supervising alternative sentences. This principally
involves activities relating to the application of probationary supervision,
community work, and parole. The objective is to follow on from the work of the
service during the pre-trial proceedings; the decisions of courts to issue
community sentences are based on documentation prepared by the service
during the pre-trial phase. This interconnectedness should enable an
improved and more widespread application of new, more effective sentences.
Radek Gajdos did his Masters in musicology and law at the Masaryk
Univerzity in Brno, Czech Republic. Currently he is the head and legal advisor
of the Probation and Mediation Service in Uherské Hradišt?. As a probation
officer he has had experiences in victim-offender mediation for several years.
He has been also involved in working out metdodological standards of
community service in the Czech Republic and in law amendements proposals
and analyses.
Mgr. Marek Tkac studied Social Work at the faculty of Philosophy of the
Charles University. He has been a probation officer of the PMS Centre in
Frýdek-Místek from 1 February 2001 onwards. Since May 2002 he is the
Head of the PMS Centre in Frýdek-Místek.
Rasim Gjoka, Albania: Challenges and perspectives of mediation and RJ
in Albania
Restorative Justice (RJ) is a new notion in the Albanian society and there is
lack of initiatives or special programmes considering this issue. On the other
hand the mediation and reconciliation tradition in criminal cases has been
known and applied in many conflict cases in the stage before the judicial
proceedings. However, it is easier for the specialists of the justice system,
lawyers, prosecutors, etc., to accept and apply mediation in the criminal cases
foreseen in the law, but it is somehow difficult to make a connection between
RJ and victim-offender mediation.
The Albanian legislative system has created the necessary grounds as
regards the application of mediation in criminal cases. Albanian legislation
created greater application chances for the mediation alternative through the
law “On Mediation and Reconciliation of Disputes” adopted by the Albanian
Parliament in March 1999, and followed up by the law No. 9090, dated
26.06.2003, “On Mediation in Dispute Resolution”.
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The Albanian Foundation “Conflict Resolution and Reconciliation of Disputes”
(AFCR) is the main institution, which applies victim-offender mediation in
Albania. AFCR is a consolidated institution licensed by the Ministry of Justice.
It carries out its professional activity in the field of conflict resolution through
the mediation alternative.
RJ is in its beginnings in Albania. It is yet far from being part of the justice
system. The initiatives of VOM, as an aspect of RJ, are mainly applied by
actors of civil society. Through the training programmes with judges and
prosecutors we aim at making RJ practices known and applicable in practice.
Rasim Gjoka is, since 1995, the Executive Director of the Foundation “Conflict
Resolution & Reconciliation of Disputes”. He is also lecturer (part time) at the
University of Tirana, Faculty of Social Sciences where he teaches Sociology
of Education, Sociology of Religion and The Management of Conflict.
RJ IN PRISONS
Hilde Guffens, Belgium: RJ in prison in Belgium: Where we started and
where we are heading
The presentation will consist of:
1. Short introduction about policy option towards RJ in prison and main goals
of RJ counselors in the prisons.
2. Short explanation on the basic concept and relation to the RJ-paradigm.
3. Main conclusions about practice and developments until now, concerning:
structural and cultural process of change within the organisation
participation of members of the penitentiary staff
development of RJ instruments (apart from mediation)
participation of society as party involved in the RJ-programme
4. Main goals towards the future.
We would like to pose some clear questions concerning the evolution of RJpractices within the prison context to enable the participants to exchange
experiences, evaluations and conclusions and look upon similarities as well as
differences in the different countries.
Hilde Guffens works as the co-ordinator of the RJ counselors in the prisons on
the Flemish side of the country. She has worked as a counselor herself for
more than three years in a prison for long-sentenced offenders, often of
serious crime. Before that she has been working for more than eight years in
the local centre for victim support and in that context she also guided a selfsupport group of parents of murdered children.
Marian Liebmann, UK: RJ in Bristol prison
This workshop will give an account of a RJ project in Bristol prison, April 2003March 2004, with its achievements and difficulties. The project included
introducing principles of RJ to a high security prison, involving prison staff,
running victim awareness groups, targeting prolific and street crime offenders,
working in partnership with Victim Support and the Victim Liaison Unit to
develop victim-centred protocols, and finally facilitating victim-offender groups
and one individual victim-offender meeting.
The workshop will then open discussion to consider the following questions:
1. Should and RJ project be located in a prison or outside?
2. How can RJ in a prison be victim-centred?
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3. Should the RJ process be part of sentence planning or independent?
Marian Liebmann has worked in the criminal justice field for over 20 years.
She was director of Mediation UK for 4 years and projects adviser for 3 years,
working on RJ issues. Since 1998 she has worked as an independent
consultant and trainer in RJ, in the UK and in several African and East
European countries. She has written/edited eight books. From 2001-2004 she
was involved with an RJ initiative in Bristol prison.
Antonio Buonatesta, Belgium: Victim-offender mediation in a
penitentiary context. Outcome of an experiment carried out in several
Belgian prisons
The purpose of this presentation is to bring out what we consider to be
specifically at stake in a mediation process at the stage of the execution of
punishment. The analysis stems from a three-year experiment carried out in
several French-speaking Belgian prisons by a non-profit organisation called
“MEDIANTE”.
As other experiments in a similar context, our first conclusion was that
mediation in cases of serious violence including murder, must aim essentially
at providing a process of dialogue between the parties rather than reaching
directly a reparation settlement. Expressing and hearing painfull feelings,
giving and getting answers to fundamental questions are the usual benefits of
this type of dialogue. But beyond that, we came especially to point out that
such a dialogue between a detainee and a victim is not just a private
exchange without any impact on the penal procedure. In most cases,
mediation at this stage proves to have a very positive though unexpected
impact on the conditional release procedure. We consider this issue very
important in the present Belgian judiciary context. In the last decade there has
been a growing willingness to improve the legal status of the victim in the
penal procedure and ni the parole release procedure particularly. The
provisions made to this end, although referring to a restorative model, allow
the victims to express their expectations at a victim support service without
any information about the position of or the intention of the detainee. In most
cases, this procedure gives ruse to additional resentment and frustration for
both parties. The presentation will highlight this paradoxical effect and how
mediation at that stage proves to be a very effective tool in order to reach
more satisfying and appeasing solutions related to release conditions.
Antonio Buonatesta has, for twenty years, been the director of an NGO
(G.A.C.E.P.), which carries out community service and victim-offender
mediation programmes for juveniles in the judicial district of Charleroi
(Belgium). Since 1998 he runs another NGO (MEDIANTE), entrusted with
promoting and implementing victim-offender mediation programmes for adults
in the French-speaking part of Belgium.
RJ, YOUNG PERSISTENT OFFENDERS AND CHILDREN AS VICTIMS OF
CRIME
William Nicol, UK: Children (both as victims and offenders) and RJ
In many cases referred to SACRO Youth Justice Services in Scotland, there is
a clear adult victim (personal or business), and a young person or group of
young people who are responsible for offending. However, there are a
significant amount of these young people who have been ‘victims’ themselves.
Some of these children are arguably victims of poverty, abuse, neglect or lack
of community resources to name but a few. Others are ‘victims’ of assault, or
bullying, and may be exposed to violence and arguments in the home. To
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complicate matters more, there are also children who are vicarisouly referred
to SACRO Youth Justice Services as victims, who do not offend and perhaps
never will.
SACRO are currently collecting data to analyse the impact of ‘victimisation’ on
‘offending’ in the sample of young people we work with. Further to this we are
looking at the effectiveness of RJ in dealing with the complex issues around
the ‘victimisation experience’. The challenge whilst working toward developing
services and ‘best-practice’ in these areas is also maintaining focus in the
‘transformative’ potential of RJ and SACRO’s Mission of reducing offending
and safeguarding our communities. Also it is important to remember when
practicing or conducting vital research that the paramount principle of the UN
Convention on the rights of the child must be adhered to.
The presentation will disseminate the findings so far and discuss pratcice and
service development implications for RJ.
Bill Nicol is Youth Justice Advisor for SACRO, Scotland’s largest provider of
RJ services. He has worked in RJ services with young people and with adults
in Aberdeen since 1998.
Vidia Negrea, Hungary: Transforming labels: New practices to
reintegrate troubled teens
The aim of the newly founded restorative practices day treatment centre in
Budapest is to empower students, parents and professionals to share
responsibility for managing conflicts and problems by focusing upon repairing
harm, strengthening relationships and building community. This presentation
will focus on the use of restorative strategies and techniques that help
troubled, delinquent and at-risk students, labeled as wrongdoers, to restore
relations within their family, school and community. Topics will include the use
of circles, affective questions and other processes from the ‘restorative
practices continuum’, that build social norms and create a sense of
community. A summary of the impact of implementation and practice on
Hungarian education and probation policy will also be presented.
Vidia Negrea holds a university degree in philosophy and psychology
(Cluj,Romania) and is currently pursuing a doctorate at the Semmelweis
University of Medicine (Budapest, Hungary). She has worked for more than
ten years as a clinical psychologist with an interest in research about juvenile
delinquency in Hungary. She spent a school year working and learning
restorative practices in a Community Service Foundation school in Bethlehem,
Pa (USA). Vidia is presently the director of the newly founded Community
Service Foundation of Hungary, which runs a restorative day treatment
program for troubled, delinquent and at-risk youth in Budapest.
Jasna Hrncic, Zivica Pavlovic and Slobodan Milosavljevic, Serbia and
Montenegro: Mediation in conflicts at the juvenile correctional institution
in Krusevac
The mediation service at the Juvenile correctional institution in Krusevac
(JCIK) has been established in October 2003 as a result of a partnership
between JCIK, UNICEF, the Ministry of Justice of the Republic of Serbia and
the Swedish International Development Agency (Sida). The objective of the
mediation service is to facilitate and encourage positive resolution of conflicts
between inmates where another person’s rights were violated, through
systematic application of mediation processes in which an impartial third party
helps patries in conflict to communicate, directly or indirectly.
The aims of mediation at JCIK include:
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To improve the quality of life of juveniles at JCIK through opening
opportunities: for the offender to be redirected from restrictive measures
and rehabilitate him through reparation; for the victim to support his
recovery; and for the whole JCIK to prevent further escalation of the
conflicts.
- To improve pro-social capacities of juveniles at JCIK through development
of their communication and problem-solving skills.
- To decrease anti-social behaviour of juveniles at JCIK through
encouraging them to understand the consequences of offensive
behaviour, taking over the responsibility for it, and promoting reparation of
harm done.
The service is composed of 20 volunteers – staff members of JCIK and of the
Center for Social Work in Krusevac, trained in victim-offender mediation by
Marian Liebmann, expert in the area. The service has its premises, Ground
Rules, administrative procedures, specialised departments and information
materials.
Of the dozen cases that were referred to the service up till now some were
closed successfully, some are in process, and some stayed unfinished
because of a lack of voluntary participation by the parties in the conflict.
The service has been facing challenges: improving co-operation with other
services at JCIK, developing needs of inmates for mediation and trust in its
effects, co-ordinating the mediation work with other work duties. Anyhow,
members of the service believe in the advantages of mediation and that it wil
overcome its current boundaries, as much at JCIK (peer mediation, mediation
in conflicts between inmates and staff), as in a broader society (victimoffender mediation as alternative measure for juvenile offenders).
Jasna Hrncic graduated in psychology at the Belgrade University, Yugoslavia.
She is a researcher and scientific worker in the Institute for Criminological and
Sociological Research in Belgrade. She participated in a few scientific
projects, mainly in the area of juvenile justice, and published several scientific
publications. She is a national consultant for juvenile justice with the Belgrade
Office of UNICEF. Since 2003 she has been in charge of the development of
the mediation service at the Juvenile correctional institution in Krusevac.
Zivica Pavlovic graduated in psychology at the Nis University, Yugoslavia.
She works as a psychologist in JCIK and co-ordinates the mediation service.
She also acts as mediator.
Slobodan Milosavljevic is a security officer at JCIK and mediates for the
mediation service.
-

PARTICULAR APPROACHES IN RJ PRACTICE
Ilaria De Vanna, Italy: Mediterranean mediation
The mediterranean model of mediation has been created in Bari by CRISI, a
mediation centre that manages the Civil and Penal Mediation Office for the
Juvenile Court. This model comes from the so called humanistic model and on
the one hand it is in opposition with the problem-solving model. On the other
hand it feeds itself with all the suggestions that in mediation room send back
to history and culture of the past to whom belong both mediators and those
mediated. This going back to the past means to go back to the origins that, in
this specific case, are founded in Mediterranean, the sea which mediates
between lands but also people.
The model realises, through the experience of people meeting in mediation,
the overcoming of categories, victim and offender, to bring both into the only
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universal category of human being. This process happens first in the
mediation room and then in society and the people who participate in
mediation can find again their dignity as human beings that were devastated
by the crime.
Ilaria De Vanna is a mediator at the Office for Penal and Civil Mediation in
Bari. She is responsible for the mediation training courses organised by
CRISI, a mediation centre in Bari, and which take place in several districts in
the middle and south of Italy. She is also a trustee of the “Flash” and “NEWS”
sections in MediaRes, a six-monthly magazine.
Beni R. Jakob, Israel: Breaking the chains of cross- and
transgenerational crime
Contrary to public myths, experts claim that around 60% of crime is committed
between non-strangers. Furthermore it is claimed that most offenders were
victims themselves. Families also play a central role in developing one’s
identity, sometimes over several generations.
A common sense implication from the above might be that in order to interrupt
criminal patterns that run across families and people who know each other or
were by themselves victims, it is the families who might be the most effective
in enabling change. Moreover, although family is the basic unit of society, with
the current radical shift from socialism to liberal democracy family welfare in
the near future may no longer be seen necessarily as the state’s responsibility
(which might be taken over by NGOs). In such a scenario, government would
have essentially only a regulatory role. Such trends might definitely have a
further impact on families, which are already going through a process of
deconstruction.
It is proposed that it is society’s duty to encourage the family to take
responsibility and to empower the family with legitimate authority, with
professionals facilitating the process, especially in the area of crime and RJ.
This is not meant to replace or diminish the function of the current criminal
jutsice system, but to make the necessary modifications as to enable the
pivotal place of the family in the process. The implementation of family group
decision making has produced some promising trends worldwide but with no
official results yet.
The proposed model for discussion would empower the enlarged family unit
whenever possible, and encourage the family to open its ‘secrets’ to its
members. The goals (besides the RJ aims of empowerment, promoting active
responsibility of all members of the family, supporting those affected –
victims/offenders, focusing on the problem rather than on the person, seeing
symbolic or emotional reparation as more important than material reparation)
would be to reduce guilt, enable meaningful retribution, strengthen human and
family values as an antithesis to prevailing individual alienation feelings.
The presenter suggests that the Personal Construct Theory (George Kelly) is
an appropriate theoretical framework from which illuminating relevant ideas
can be brought forward, for instance definitions of ‘guilt’ and ‘aggression’. On
the policy arena, it is proposed that family circles become mandatory by
regulating acts at the earliest stage of the RJ process.
Beni R. Jakob is a psychologist and mediator. He obtained his Ph.D. from the
London School of Economics, University of London. He heads the Personal
Constructs Institute, which provides counseling and mediation to individuals
and couples. He serves as co-director of the Mediation Constructs Centre for
mediation and training. The centre is accredited by the European Forum of
Family Mediation (220hrs course). He serves as lecturer in the LLM
Programme for lawyers and judges at the Faculty of Law, Bar-Ian University.
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FRIDAY, 15 October 2004, 15.00-16.30
IMPLEMENTING RJ POLICIES
Liz Nelson, UK: The development of a strategic approach to restorative
justice – the issues for Government
This presentation will explore the development of a national strategy in the
UK, the background of reforms to our youth justice system, how the strategy
was developed and the main elements of our approach (through the
development and encouragement of best practice, consultation on key policy
issues (domestic violence and RJ, voluntarism, confidentiality issues in the
CJS context) and through the development of an evidence base for future
policy and legislation through a series of pilots of RJ (as a diversion, pre- and
post-sentence). The presentation will discuss in particular conditional
cautioning, a new option for adult offenders in the UK, and how restorative
justice has been built into this new initiative in the legislation and policy
framework. The presentation will then open up the discussion to some of the
more challenging issues of developing national policy on restorative justice.
These would include:
•

Training and accreditation issues – how to ensure best practice without
over-regulating the sector and pushing out volunteers/innovation

•

A linked issue about professionalisation – should RJ be developed as a
separate profession, or as a way that all criminal justice professionals can
do their normal job?

•

RJ at what stage of the criminal justice system – diversionary RJ, pre- or
post-sentence RJ or all of these?

•

How to ensure appropriate checks for human rights of participants and
appropriate judicial/prosecutorial oversight?

•

How policy on restorative justice is developed in the light of emerging
research evidence?

We would like to open up the discussion to hear from other countries
who have developed national policy and legislation to allow restorative
justice to develop.
Liz Nelson is Head of the Restorative Justice Policy Team (job-sharing with
Alex Crowe) in the UK Home Office. Liz worked in the House of Commons
and European Parliament and in the voluntary sector before joining the Home
Office. In the Home Office Liz has worked on a range of policy issues
including EU enlargement and policy relating to women prisoners. She has
held the restorative justice post since January 2003.
Paul McCold, USA: Dangers and opportunities of setting standards for
RJ practice
In July 2002, the United Nations Economic and Social Council endorsed Basic
Principles on the Use of Restorative Justice Programmes in Criminal Matters
and urged UN member states to create thier own specific guidelines and
standards for the use of RJ programmes. The nature of standards and
guidelines will be shaped by the different understanding and definition of RJ in
each country. Three countries have started this process, Canada, New
Zealand and England. Other countries will likely begin to develop their own
standards, and they will probably follow the precedents of these first three
countries. Key elements of these efforts will be presented.
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The specific standards and practices established will likely affect what
programmes get government funding and which ones do not. Thus, the
development of standards presents both dangers and opportunities for the
future of RJ. The opportunity is that good restorative practices could receive
official governmental support while the pseudo- or quasi-restorative practices
are identified. The dangers are that standards will be defined narrowly with
bias toward a particular model (e.g., mediation or FGDM) or be so broadly
defined that everything counts as RJ (e.g., community panels, youth offending
teams, community service sentencing).
Paul McCold is Director of Research for the International Institute for
Restorative Practices in Bethlehem, Pennsylvania USA. Dr. McCold is one of
the signers on the Declaration of Leuven and has been a member of the
Working Party on Restorative Justice of the UN Alliance of NGOs on Crime
Prevention and Criminal Justice (NY) since 1995.
IMPLEMENTING LOCAL RJ PROGRAMMES
Keith Hastie, UK: Establishing and sustaining a RJ programme
The workshop will be delivered in two parts.
Part 1
‘Establishing a Programme’ will concentrate on the importance of building a
partnership of key stakeholders when seeking to establish a RJ programme.
The topics covered in Part 1 will include the need to understand the
requirements of stakeholders and how they can be met; understanding local
politics; working in partnership with victims groups, police, social services,
prosecutors; formulating policies acceptable to national/regional government
priorities; meeting statutory requirements.
Part 2
‘Policies to Ensure Sustainability’ will examine and discuss the need for
workable policies and procedures to keep the stakeholder partnership in
place. The topics in Part 2 will include the establishment and remit of a
Review Group/Steering Group/Management Committee; referral processes
and procedures; creating workable protocols with key agencies and partners;
meeting expectations of stakeholders; agreeing workload according to
funding; meeting requirements of local/regional government and requirements
of European Community Legislation
Keith Hastie, from the community safety organisation SACRO (Safeguarding
Communities – Reducing Offending) is Youth Justice Service Manager in the
Forth Valley, Fife and Tayside areas of Scotland. Keith has over 10 years
experience in the setting up and operation of RJ programmes, including policy
development, negotiating with potential funders and service delivery.
Frederik Bullens, Belgium: Selecting cases for mediation
In his presentation, Frederik Bullens studies the selection of mediation files.
Reminding the main question of the conference (‘Is the increased
implementation of restorative justice programmes fashionable or does it really
change the penal system?’), the author starts with the Belgian (more exactly:
Flemish) practice of mediation for redress. In 1993 the mediation for redress
started in Leuven as an action-research. Since 1996 it is embedded in a
mediation service and, on demand of the minister of justice, implemented in
the judicial districts. At the moment there are mediation for redress
programmes in 9 of the 14 Flemish judicial districts. This very fast process of
implementation brings some restorative justice thinkers to a high level of
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enthusiasm. They often picture Belgium as an example, an example that
proves that it is possible to change the penal justice system into a restorative
justice system. But is this really the case? The author looks at the selected
files and asks three simple, but nonetheless very important questions. How
many judicial files are put into the mediation for redress programmes, who
selects the judicial files and how many victims or offenders (or support
services for victims and/or offenders) ask for a mediation for redress? The
hypothesis is that a restorative justice programme is successfully
implemented if it is sustained by the broader society and not only by the penal
system (the public prosecutor).
Frederik Bullens studied law and criminology at the University of Ghent
(Belgium). He worked for three years as researcher at the department of
penal law and criminology of the university of Ghent. From April 2001 until
June 2002 he worked at the secretariat of Suggnomè, the Flemish forum for
mediation and restorative justice. Since June 2002 he practices the victimoffender mediation in the judicial district of Oudenaarde (East-Flanders).
RJ POLICY DEVELOPMENT
LEGISLATION

AT

THE

NATIONAL

LEVEL
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Brian Williams, UK: Recent UK legislation on offenders and victims of
crime: restorative justice or co-option
This paper reviews some recent criminal justice legislation and policy in
England and Wales and considers whether the changes which have been
introduced genuinely implement new, restorative approaches or whether
attempts have been made to purloin the rhetoric of restorative justice for other
purposes.
Brian Williams is Professor of Community Justice and Victimology at De
Montfort University, Leicester. Much of his recent and current research and
publications activity involves restorative justice. He is also a volunteer and
trainer for Victim Support, and previously worked as a probation officer.
Leo Van Garsse, Belgium: Legislation on mediation: The end of the
beginning or the beginning of the end?
Most programmes on mediation started on an experimental basis. Some of
them developed quite rapidly towards a generalized practice, foreseen by law.
Others maintained themselves for years in the shadow of the judicial system.
In the Belgian mediation- picture, we have both. The so-called ‘penal
mediation’ was introduced in penal law in 1994, after only one year of
experimental practice. It was situated at prosecutors level as a diversion
measure. More or less in the same period, specific mediation-programmes
were started up, explicitly focusing on more serious crime. Even earlier,
mediation for minor offenders was developed. Those programmes are offered
pre-trial as well as post-trial and, notwithstanding their lack of legal basis, they
function today in many judicial districts.
As a Forum for Victim-offender mediation and Restorative Justice in Flanders,
our organisation Suggnomè struggles for some years with the big question
whether we should claim or rather avoid a generalised introduction of
mediation in the law. During the past few month’s we’ve been negotiating
intensively a concrete proposal, which is now, at the level of the government,
subject of discussion. This does not mean that all our questions have been
solved, or that all our doubts have disappeared.
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In this workshop, we would like to confront the participants, not that much with
our actual state of affairs, but with some of the questions to be answered (or
at least taken into consideration) on this theme. We would like to make it a
very interactive workshop. Therefore, we’d like to provide only a short
introduction to a confrontation of the participants with some provocative
statements to be replied and discussed.
Leo Van Garsse used to work as a social worker in prison after-care and in
the rehabilitation of young offenders. Since 1987 he is actively involved in the
practice and the implementation of several applications of victim-offender
mediation in Flanders. Amongst them mediation with young offenders,
mediation at the police-level, mediation in serious crime, pre-trial as well as
post-trial. Since 1998 he is employed by “Suggnomè, Forum for Mediation and
Restorative Justice”, an umbrella-organisation for the promotion of Restorative
Justice in Flanders. During the past five years, Suggnomè established a
(modest) mediation-offer for adults in nine legal districts in Flanders.
Suggnomè aims to generalise the offer of mediation, by implementing it in the
Belgian legal system. Herefore, Suggnomè has a lot of contacts and
established good cooperation with the magistrates and with the Belgian
Ministery of Justice. Since the start, there is a constant and very lively
interaction with researchers from several universities.
INTRODUCING RJ IN CENTRAL AND EASTERN EUROPE, PART 3
Stefania Kregel, Bosnia and Herzegovina: Introducing restorative justice
for juveniles in Bosnia and Herzegovina: a pilot project on the
implementation of alternative measures and mediation
Alternative measures to juvenile imprisonment with a restorative approach
exist in the legislation of Bosnia and Herzegovina in the form of Educational
Recommendations: the judge or prosecutor can order recommendations such
as community service or personal apology to juveniles for minor crimes.
However, this possibility is hardly ever used due to a lack of rules of
procedure and infrastructure on how to implement the recommendations.
To address this problem and prevent juveniles from committing increasingly
more serious crimes because no solution is found for them when they first
start committing minor crimes, the Council of Europe Office in Sarajevo, in cooperation with the local authorities, is developing a pilot project to test the
implementation of educational recommendations in Canton Sarajevo.
The proposed model is based on the concept of RJ and envisages the
introduction of victim-offender mediation to decide which educational
recommendation is to be ordered. This is the first time that mediation would
be used in the criminal justice system of Bosnia and Herzegovina, and there
are many obstacles to be faced.
The presentation will describe the various elements of the project and will be a
starting point for a discussion and exchange of views and experiences on how
to overcome obstacles to RJ such as a public opinion oriented towards
punitive justice, general mistrust of institutions, lack of reliable statistics, poor
communication between practitioners and so forth.
Stefania Kregel has been working at the Council of Europe Office in Sarajevo
since March 2004 developing the project on the implementation of educational
recommendations in Canton Sarajevo. Since graduating from the European
masters Degree in Human Rights and Democratisation she has been working
in Sarajevo on youth projects and juvenile justice.
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Doina Balahur, Romania: Romanian juvenile justice system towards its
way to restorative practices
The presentation represents a sequence from the wider British project which
implemented diversion strategies in the Romanian juvenile justice system
(during 1998-2004). Within the frame of the British project, experimental
victim-offender mediation programmes were set up in two local probation
agencies. Starting from the successful results of these experiments, from
2005 on, and based on a new law, the already existing 42 probation agencies
will become entitled to deliver programmes of victim-offender mediation. The
presentation emphasises the main steps undertaken by Romanian authorities
with the assistance and support from DFID in order to build – in a short period
of time – the system and the network of agencies designed to provide a wide
sphere of services both to the victims of crime and to the offenders. It also
highlights the challenges this project had to overcome in order to accomplish
its objectives.
Doina Balahur is professor of sociology of law and restorative practices at
Al.I.Cuza University in Iasi, Romania, Department of Sociology and Social
Work. She belongs to the steering group organised at the Romanian Ministry
of Justice in partnership with the British experts in order to contribute to the
implementation of restorative practices and values in the juvenile justice
system.
Roman Koval, Ukraine: RJ implementation in Ukraine
The first RJ project has been initiated by an NGO - Ukrainian Centre for
Common Ground (UCCG) and it is functioning on a pilot basis in Ukraine
since January 2003. UCCG has launched the RJ initiative to develop and
institutionalise the movement to reform the judicial sector in Ukraine. This pilot
project is being supported by European Commission, British Embassy in
Ukraine and the Institute for Sustainable Communities and has been designed
for three years (2003-2005).
The project seeks to introduce RJ into the Ukrainian Legal System by
developing a cadre of specialists able to advance the project and pilot the
Victim-Offender Mediation Programme. This team of specialists is designing
and developing a model applicable to the Ukrainian legal system, and once
developed, will implement and institutionalise relevant models into the legal
system to supplement the existing system. The pilot project is now
implemented in Kyiv and 5 regions of Ukraine in partnership with the Supreme
Court of Ukraine, Academy of Judges, Ministry of Justice and General
Prosecution Academy. This provides better opportunities for UCCG and
Ukrainian Legal System officials to evaluate and monitor the process.
In particular, the possibility to find like-minded people among representatives
of legal system, who share RJ values and who are interested in spreading out
this idea is a support factor in RJ implementation, as well the fact that Ukraine
has announced its interest in European integration and has ratified most of
international legislation. Thus, the Resolution of the Plenum of the Supreme
Court of Ukraine “On practice application by Ukrainian courts in cases on
juvenile crimes” adopted on April 16, 2004, which contains some provisions
for RJ programme application in juvenile cases is a result of fruitful
cooperation between UCCG and the Supreme Court.
However, UCCG found some difficulties during the project implementation in
Ukraine, mostly connected with very low level of civil society activism,
extremely punitive, post totalitarian character of the justice system (especially
police and prosecution), low level of people awareness and, in particular, low
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level of knowledge in RJ among citizens and legal system representatives and
limited number of mediators in general.
Roman Koval is Programme Director of Ukrainian Centre for Common Ground
(www.sfcg.org). He is a mediator, facilitator and trainer and has been
practicing conflict resolution since 1996. He has mediated labour, family, and
community cases and has conducted facilitations and trainings in team
building, conflict resolution and mediation.
APPLYING RJ IN CASES OF DOMESTIC AND SEXUAL VIOLENCE
Bernd Gläser, Austria: Victim-offender mediation in cases of domestic
violence
Voices exist that cases of domestic violence cannot be dealt with by victimoffender-mediation. Considering that domestic violence generally underlies a
special pattern of male misuse of not only physical power (circle of violence),
we found out that these cases cannot be treated within traditional means,
setting and principles of mediation.
The reason: The imbalance of power in violent relationships and the pattern of
these relationships carries the eminent danger of revictimisation. To break the
circle of violence and to change a violent relationship, the perpetrator must
change. He is the one who is able to and responsible for stopping his
violence. This is why the method of mediation in the sense of being in contact
with victim and offender offers a great chance to help stopping violence.
But we must be very aware of the fact, that we don’t talk about mediation in
the traditional sense: Mediators cannot act in the role of moderators, they
have to take a clear position against violence and deal with the imbalance of
power in making sure the victim will be empowered. Mediation in these cases
needs a long pre-mediative phase and does not have to end with a face-to
face meeting. Special settings, principles, methods and cooperations with
external support institutions have to be developped. A big challenge, high
responsibility for the mediators dealing with these cases, but a chance for a
change for violent men and their victims.
In this workshop I want to discuss these principles, methods and chances, as
well as the limits and dangers of our efforts.
Bernd Gläser is a mediator, psychologist and psychotherapist. He is
responsible for victim-offender-mediation at Neustart in Wels/Austria. He has
experience with VOM in cases of domestic violence, and with trainings and
workshops on this topic.
Juhani Iivari, Finland: Meeting domestic violence in mediation
With the support of the Ministry of Social Affairs and Health, the Ministry of
Justice and the Slot Machine Association, a development and research
programme was started in the summer of 2001 by the Association of Mother
Shelter Homes, the Crisis Centre for Raped Women (Tukinainen), the Finnish
Association of Mediators and STAKES in order to clarify the possibilities and
limits of mediation in cases of domestic violence.
In the follow-up study the programme has been evaluated in the frame of
realistic evaluation. In the realistic evaluation the central concepts are CMO
(Context – Mechanism – Outcomes), i.e. the programme has been researched
in the real context of the society. The programme in itself is a mechanism and
outcomes are the intended aims of the programme.
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In this presentation, the results of the research will be presented and
discussed.
Juhani Iivari is a researcher and practitioner in the area of victim-offender
mediation (VOM) in Finland. He served as a prison priest in the Helsinki
County Prison, where he and two friends launched the first VOM pilot project
in 1983. He worked with the project for five years. In 1988, Juhani moved to
the National Board of Social Welfare and Health (later National Research and
Development Centre for Welfare and Health (STAKES) as a planning officer.
In 1991, Juhani posed his thesis "Mediation of Crimes and Disputes in the
Concept of Reflexive Justice". He spent the next two years at the University of
Paul Valéry (Montpellier) in France through a programme provided by the
Research Academy of Finland. In 1994, he returned to STAKES (National
Centre for Reseach and Development of Welfare and Health) as Research
Director of Poverty and Social Problems -programme which includes deviance
alternatives for imprisonmen). Since 1996, Juhani has been Docent in the
University of Helsinki in Social Policy, especially in Social Work. He has
worked also as a member of the Board of the European Forum for VictimOffender Mediation and Restorative Justice.
Karin Sten Madsen and Hanne Andersson, Denmark: The challenges of
mediating rape
Many women do not feel that justice is being restored in the aftermath of
sexual coercion. Mediation can renew their sense of justice. Mediation has
been introduced at the Centre for Victims of Sexual Assault in Copenhagen as
one way of helping women exposed to sexual coercion regain control over
their lives. This presentation outlines the way in which mediation is conducted
at the centre. It describes how both written correspondence between the
parties and face to face meetings have proven to be useful ways of
conducting the restorative process. The presentation addresses the special
obstacles and possibilities for mediation posed by a situation, where the victim
and the offender often have known each other for some time, the offender
does not necessarily regard what has happened as sexual coercion, the
discourse of rape – ‘real rape’ – is dominant in the thinking of the victim and
the offender and their families and friends. What has been learned in the
programme so far points to the fact that when it comes to restorative justice,
sexual assault constitutes a particular context which makes it necessary for
the mediator to be aware of the ways it is possible to talk about rape and
sexual coercion and the discourse and narratives that are available to men
and women in these situations.
Karin Sten Madsen is counsellor at the Centre for Victims of Sexual Assault in
Copenhagen and a mediator in victim-offender mediation. She is currently
working on a research project about
“The use of mediation in the
rehabilitation of young women who have been exposed to rape or attempted
rape".
Hanne Andersson is a consultant in The Danish Red Cross. She has a
masters degree in conflict resolution and has written her masters thesis on
mediation and rape. Her special focus is on discurses and language as
constitutional factors for mediation in rape cases.
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RESEARCH ON RJ IN EUROPE
Anna Mestitz, Italy: VOM with youth offenders in Europe – A grotius
project
The Grotius project 2002/GRP/029 on Victim-Offender Mediation with youth
offenders in Europe was co-funded by the European Commission Grotius II
Criminal Programme. The duration of the project was 15 months starting from
November 1st, 2002 to January 31, 2004. It was promoted and coordinated by
Italy with two partners: Austria and Belgium. The presenter was the project coordinator.
The project aimed to compare the organisation and practice of VOM with
youth offenders in 15 European nations: Austria, Belgium, England and
Wales, Finland, France, Germany, Hungary, Ireland, Italy, Luxembourg, The
Netherlands, Norway, Poland, Spain, Sweden.
By using common guidelines we collected empirical data and information
about the following issues which were examined in a comparative perspective
i) Legislation and legal provisions for the application of VOM; ii) organizational
structure of VOM centres; iii) categories and profiles of juvenile offences; iv)
models, approaches, and theoretical framework of VOM; v) professional
characteristics and job evaluation of mediators.
National reports on these topics were presented and discussed at the final
seminar in Bologna (Italy) in Sept. 2003 with participants from 15 nations.
National reports are being adapted as chapters for publication in a
forthcoming book.
Anna Mestitz is Research director of the National Research Council at the
Research Institute on Judicial Systems (IRSIG-CNR) in Bologna, Italy. She is a
social psychologist mainly engaged in research on judicial administration. She
authored many scientific articles and books. She recently edited a book
concerning empirical research on Victim-Offender Mediation in Italy.
Ivo Aertsen, Belgium, Dobrinka Chankova, Bulgaria, and Rob Mackay,
UK: Introduction to COST Action A21: RJ developments in Europe
The presentation will consist of four parts:
1. The European framework of COST and COST Action A21
First, COST (European Co-operation in the field of Scientific and
Technological Research) will be presented. History, background, objectives
and structures will be dealt with, as well as specific instruments offered by
COST in order to facilitate European co-operation and networking. Secondly,
COST Action A21 will be introduced. This Action on ‘Restorative Justice
Developments in Europe’ consists of a network of researchers from 18
countries, which was started at the end of 2002 and will run until the end of
2006. The specific objectives of this Action will be presented, as well as the
outline of the scientific programme.
2. Evaluative research on restorative justice practices
The first domain and Working Group of COST Action A21 relates to evaluative
research. The sub-domains dealt with are the study of the processes and
effects of victim-offender mediation and conferencing; the study of national
data recording systems; and the study of organisational features and job
satisfaction. Under the study of processes and effects, research results from
different countries are collected in a comparative way on topics such as the
impact of different process choices and effects on offenders and victims, the
criminal justice system and public opinion. The sub-domain on data recording
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systems is aimed at improving comparability of data, while that on
organisational features and job satisfaction will focus on the strengths and
weaknesses of different organisation types and the content of the work of
facilitators. Work on these two sub-domains is at an early stage and
discussion is currently focused on collection of basic descriptive information
on recording systems and organisation features.
3. Policy oriented research on restorative justice developments
The second domain of the COST Action focuses on five themes which are
policy oriented:
A comparative study of national legislation in the field of victim-offender
mediation
Study of the relation between criminal justice and restorative justice
practices
Study of training programmes on restorative justice for legal
professionals (judges, prosecutors, lawyers)
Study of new restorative justice models, such as conferencing
Study of restorative justice and international conflicts.
The presentation will focus on how this Working Group tackles this research
agenda, what the first results of the collaboration are and which are the
difficulties encountered.
4. Theoretical research on restorative justice
This part will give an overview of the work of the Theory Working Group of the
COST Action. It will explore the difficulties of providing an overview of
restorative justice theory using conventional approaches of taxonomy –
delineating types of theory, identifying theoretical developments relating to
different disciplines, or even conventional reviews of relevant authors. It will
explore how the group has devised a system of identifying and working up a
number of known problematics or controversies which require resolution, thus
mirroring the signature quality of restorative justice itself – the handling of
unresolved conflicts – or definition, scope and meaning.
Ivo Aertsen is professor of criminology at the Catholic University of Leuven.
His field of interest is victimology, penology and restorative justice. Before he
started research and teaching, he worked in the prison system and in victim
support. Ivo Aertsen is chair of the European Forum for Victim-Offender
Mediation and Restorative Justice and leads COST Action A21 - a European
research network on restorative justice.
Assoc. Prof. Dr. Dobrinka Chankova teaches Criminology at South-West
University - Blagoevgrad, Bulgaria and Mediation in Penal Matters at New
Bulgarian University -Sofia. She is the director of the Institute of Conflict
Resolution, which conducts research projects and promotion work in the field
of restorative justice. She is a former expert of the Council of Europe
Committee on Mediation in Penal Matters.
Rob Mackay has written theoretical papers on the justification and principles
of RJ. He currently works in the field of youth justice policy implementation,
and serves as a community mediator.
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FURTHERING RJ PRACTICES
Ted Wachtel, USA: From RJ to restorative practices. Expanding the
paradigm
For the last decade the International Institute for Restorative Practices (IIRP),
which grew out of the Real Justice programme, has been developing a
comprehensive framework for practice and theory that expands the restorative
paradigm beyond criminal justice. Academicians and practitioners tend to do
their work within their own distinct disciplines and professions. In contrast, the
emerging field of "restorative practices" offers a common thread to tie together
theory and research in seemingly disparate fields of study and practice such
as education, children welfare, organizational management and justice.
Ted Wachtel is president and co-founder of the International Institute for
Restorative Practices and its sister organisations, Community Service
Foundation and Buxmont Academy, which run residential, educational and
counseling programs for delinquent and at-risk youth. Ted is author of "Real
Justice" and co-author of "The Conferencing Handbook" and "Toughlove".
Hans Boserup, Denmark: Advanced techniques and dilemmas in
mediation
Surfacing information to the mediation table is crucial. Information is surfaced
to serve the parties rather than serving the mediator. Methods of obtaining
and sharing information are diverse. Mediator style in bringing out information
and the personalities of the players can change the whole concept of
mediation as a practice. Six categories of mediation have emerged as most
widely known: 1) Generic, 2) settlement-driven, 3) cognitive systemic, 4)
transformative, 5) humanistic and 6) narrative. Some mediators’ methods of
uncovering information and defining issues are inconsistent, however, with the
individual mediation style chosen. The ability to choose a specific type of
mediation suitable for the situation at hand requires the ability to identify and
perform the each of the different mediation styles.
Hans Boserup is adjunct professor. He has been teaching mediation at the
University of Aarhus, Denmark, to law and psychology students. His recent
textbook
(co-authored
by
Susse
Humle)
on
the
topic
is
“Mediationsprocessen”, Nyt Juridisk Forlag, Copenhagen 2001. This textbook
also covers the micro focus inside the mediation process, the issues about
free storytelling versus information gathering, control, possibilities and
limitations, philosophical and sociologic perspective to mediation. He is part of
a research team in mediation at the universities of Luleå, Uppsala and
Gothenburg.
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Practical information
The venue of the conference
The conference is being held in the CEU Conference Centre, Kerepesi út 87,
1106 Budapest, Hungary. Tel. (36 1) 327 3150, Fax (36 1) 327 3156, E-mail:
ceucenter@ceu.hu, http://www.ceucenter.hu.

Registration
The registration desk, which will be located at the entrance of the CEU
th
Centre, will be open on Wednesday the 13 from 17.00 till 21.00, and on
th
Thursday the 14 from 8.00 onwards. Of course the desk will also be open
during the rest of the conference.
At the registration desk you receive your name badge, a final programme with
indication of the rooms in which the plenary sessions, the workshops and the
café conferences take place, a list of participants and more information on the
social events.

Badges
Upon registration, participants receive a badge with their name and country of
origin.
If you have a question, please turn to the people wearing a coloured badge.

Language
All presentations at the conference will be in English. There is no
simultaneous translation. The presenters have been instructed to keep in
mind that English is a foreign language for most participants.

Lunches
Lunches on Thursday and Friday are included in the conference registration
fee. The lunches will be organised in the restaurant which is located on the
ground floor.

Documentation corner
During the conference a documentation corner will be organised in the main
entrance of the CEU Centre. We welcome any kind of information you want to
bring in order to inform the other participants about your projects: reports,
leaflets, books, posters, etc. However, we appreciate that you bring enough
copies of these documents. The conference organisation will not be
responsible for making copies for you.

Use of computer/internet facilities
All registered conference participants will have access to computers/internet
facilities in the “Conference Reception” room, located in the hall of the CEU
Centre. Use of the internet is free of charge.
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Conference dinner
On Friday evening we are organising a conference dinner based on the
specialities of the Hungarian cuisine combined with delicate dishes from other
parts of the world, served with special Hungarian aperitifs, wines and beers.
The dinner will take place in the Duna Palota, which is a wonderful neobaroque building in the geographical and historical centre of Budapest. It was
th
originally one of the most elite casinos of the city in the 19 century. Since
then it has been the centre of cultural life.
Starting from 20.00 there will be a buffet dinner. Till 22.30 the well-known
virtuose Gipsy Orchestra of Mátyás Boros will be playing salon music based
on Hungarian and other nations’ folk music. From 22.30 onwards, DJ Helfer
will play the best music of the 70s-80s-90s.
Registration for the conference dinner will be closed-off at 12.00 on Thursday
the 14th. So please book your ticket before that time!

Social events
Guided sightseeing tour in Budapest
You would like to get a thorough impression of Budapest but you don’t
have too much time? Register for the 3-hour sightseeing tour by bus
for 15 Euro per person (including English guide).
The route: Bazilika (a tour inside) – Kossuth square and the
Parliament (stop and short walk around) – Hero square (stop with a
short walk) – Andrássy Street – Opera – Chain Bridge – The Castle
District on Castle Hill (it contains many of Budapest’s most important
monuments and museums, not to mention the grand view of Pest
across the snaking Danube. The walled area consists of two distinct
parts: the Old Town where commoners lived in the middle ages and
the Royal Palace) – Fishermen’s Bastion – Mátyás Church (stop) –
Gellért Hill, Citadella (a fortress of sorts, and the Independence
Monument which is Budapest’s unofficial symbol) – Elisabeth Bridge –
Dunakorzó – Bazilika.
The tour will start on Saturday the 16th at 16.00. We will meet at 15.45
at the main entrance of the Bazilika (V. Szent István tér, 10 min. walk
from the “Déak tér” M1, M2, M3 underground station).
The deadline for registering for this tour is Saturday the 16th at 11.00.
A relaxing afternoon in the thermal bath of the Szechenyi Spa
If you feel like relaxing after the busy conference, you can meet up
with others on Saturday the 16th at 15.00 to go to the thermal bath. No
registration is needed.
“Don’t be alarmed, but the ground beneath your feet is fairly
percolating with superheated water. Countless natural springs and
wells lie just below the surface of Budapest. The Széchenyi (1913) is
a vast complex of outdoor and indoor pools – one of Europe’s largest
spa baths. It’s a virtual microcosm of the Central European
experience: first there’s the Byzantine admission-fee structure, then
the ‘automatic’ entry gate with a bored assistant standing beside it.
But don’t despair! Once inside, you’re in the middle of la dolce vita,
Budapest-style. Float around and you’ll see young and old
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sweethearts nuzzling, and potbellied guys playing chess.” (Budapest
in Your Pocket)
There are 15 pools with a water temperature between 20-38°C
located indoor and outdoor as well, 3 swimming pools, 12 thermal
baths and sitting pools open all year round from 6am-7pm.
The so-called fancy bath includes a whirling corridor, underwater
effervescence production, neck shower, water beam back massage
installed in the sitting banks and many other services (healing
gymnastic for individuals and groups, dry and steam sauna, Finnish
saunas, carbonic tub-bath).
Prices: full amount to be paid on entrance: 1900 Ft with locker (about
8 Euro), 2200 Ft (about 9 Euro) with cabin. If you leave within 2 hours,
you receive a refund of 900 Ft; 500 Ft if you leave between 2 and 3
hours; 200 Ft of you leave after 3 to 4 hours. There is no refund if you
stay longer than 4 hours. After 4 pm there is 75% reduction.
Location: XIV. Állatkerti krt. 11, Tel. (36 1) 363 3210. To get there,
take the yellow underground line (M1) from “Deák tér” station to the
station of “Széchenyi Fürdó”. It takes about 45 minutes from the CEU
Centre.
Countryside visit by bus to the Equastrian Park (Domonyvölgy,
located 28 km. East of Budapest)
This place, which has been founded by the horse-driving world
champion Lázár brothers, combines the atmosphere of the Hungarian
villages with the flavour of a horse farm of European standard and
outstanding Hungarian hospitality. Guests arriving at the Equestrian
Park are offered fresh-made leavened biscuits, pálinka (Hungarian
brandy) and mineral water in the inn’s yard. After the welcome, the
guests proceed to the tribune to watch the Equestrian show.
The show is one hour long and starts at 17.00. At the end of the show,
guests can ride on horseback and participate in a pleasant carriage
ride in the woods. Dinner with gypsy music will complement the
programme. The cost for the bus and the show is 25 Euro per person
(to be paid upon registration). The dinner is between 15 and 30 Euro
per person (to be paid locally).
The deadline for registration is Friday the 15th at 12.00. In case there
are enough registrations (min. 25 persons) a minibus will leave the
CEU Centre at 16.00 on Saturday. If there are less than 25
registrations, the activity is cancelled.
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Programme director
9 Odrin Street
9001 Varna
Tel: +359 52 612 780
Fax: +359 52 612 780
E-mail: help@revolta.com
http://www.help.revolta.com

Ms. Dobrinka Chankova
Institute for Conflict Resolution
Director
Studentski Grad, bl. 71/95
1700 Sofia
Tel: +359 2 687 449
Fax: +359 2 687 449
E-mail: chankova@techno-link.com

Ms. Gergana Marinova
Institute for Legal Studies at the
Bulgarian Academy of Sciences
Research fellow in criminal procedure
4, Serdika Str.
1000 Sofia
Tel: +359 887 818 127
Fax: +359 298 925 97
E-mail: gerrymarinova@yahoo.com

Ms. Emiliya Staninksa
Regional investigating office
Investigating magistrate
3, Vl. CherndzeMs.ki Str.
2700 Blagoevgrad
Tel: +359 73 66 230
Fax: +359 73 88 57 67
E-mail: estaninska@yahoo.co.uk

Mr. Grigor Vladimirov
Institute for Conflict Resolution
Vice-director
Studentski Grad, bl. 71/95
1700 Sofia
Tel: +359 888 795 522
Fax: +359 2 687 449
E-mail: gvladimirov@abv.bg

Croatia
Mr. Knut Nilsson
Ruzicka Draskoviceva 21
HR-1000 Zagreb
E-mail: knut.nilsson@organizer.net
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Ms. Branka Peurača
Ars Publica
Director
Lodenov Prilaz 8
10020 Zagreb
Tel: +385 1 6686 155;
Fax: +385 1 6686 155
E-mail: branka_peuraca@yahoo.com
http://medijacija.hr

Curacao, Netherlands Antilles
Mr. Christian Palm
Ministry of Public Health and Social
Development
Deputy director
Punta Marco 7
Jan Kok
Tel: +5999 736 7266
Fax: +5999 736 7479
E-mail: curapalm@yahoo.com

Czech Republic
Ms. Simona Diblíková
Institute of Criminology and Social
Prevention
Lawyer
Nám. 14. Ríjna 12
150 00 Prague
Tel: +420 257 104 111
Fax: +420 257 104 403
E-mail: sdiblikova@iksp.justice.cz

Mr. Radek Gajdos
Probation and Mediation Service of the
Czech Republic
Probation officer, project leader
Hybernska 18
Prague 1 110 00
Tel: +420 224 424 415
Fax: Fax: +420 224 424 492
E-mail: posta@pms.justice.cz
http://portal.justice.cz

Ms. Ludmila Hasmanova
Association for probation and mediation
in Justice
Development manager
Sokolska 26
120 00 Prague 2
Tel: +420 296 180 297/8
E-mail: institut@spj.cz
http://www.spj.cz

Ms. Marketa Praskova
Probation and Mediation Service of the
Czech Republic
Probation officer
Hybernska 18
Prague 1 110 00
Tel: +420 224 424 415
Fax: Fax: +420 224 424 492
E-mail: posta@pms.justice.cz
http://portal.justice.cz

Ms. Zuzana Slezakova
Tunechody 155
537 01 Chrudim
Tel: +420 728 063 218
E-mail: zuzanaslezakova@hotmail.com

Mr. Marek Tkáč
Probation and Mediation of the Czech
Republic
Probation officer
Hybernska 18
Prague 1 110 00
Tel: +420 224 424 415
Fax: Fax: +420 224 424 492
E-mail: posta@pms.justice.cz
http://www.justice.cz
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Denmark
Ms. Hanne Andersson
Danish Red Cross
Consultant
BlegdaMs.vej 27
DK 2100
Tel: +45 35 45 40 85
E-mail: haa@drk.dk

Mr. Hans Boserup
VOMA
Mediator
Ringgade 175
6400 Sonderborg
Tel: +45 744 23605
Fax: +45 744 23695
E-mail: hb@bhc.dk

Ms. Dagmar Rasmussen
Department of Prison and Probation
Senior probation officer
Strandgade 100 K
1401 Copenhagen
Tel: +45 32 68 46 07
Fax: +45 32 68 46 78
E-mail: dagmar.rasmussen@
kriminalforsorgen.dk
http://www.kriminalforsorgen

Ms. Karin Sten Madsen
Centre for Victims of Sexual Assault
Counsellor
BlegdaMs.vej 9
Righospitalet, afd. 4073,
Tel: +45 35 45 40 85
E-mail: ksmadsen@rh.dkl;
ksmadsen@mail.tele.dk

Estonia
Mr. Aare Kruuser
Center of Social Rehabilitation
Director
Manniku tee 92
11215
Tel: +37 26586 355
Fax: +37 26449 442
E-mail: srk@srnet.ee

Finland
Mr. Juhani Iivari
STAKES
Research director
Lintulahdenkuja 4
00530 Helsinki
Tel: +358 0 5567 302
Fax: +358 9 39672278
E-mail: iivari@stakes.fi
http://www.stakes.fi
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Ms. Kaisa Kurikka
Kotka Mediation Office
Department Head
Toukolantie 2
48210 Kotka
Tel: +35 850 585 4371
Fax: +35 852 267 424
E-mail: kaisa.kurikka@toukola.net

Ms. Helena Pohjanvirta
Mikkeli Mediation Office/Sovittelu ry
Head of Department
PB 91, Mikonkatu 8
50101 Mikkeli
Tel: +35 815 362 912
Fax: +35 815 339 0055
E-mail: sovittelu.mikkeli@kolumbus.fi
http://www.ofw.fi/sovit

France
Mr. Jacques Faget
Institut D'Études Politiques
Chercheur
11, Allée Ausone
33607 Pessac
Tel: +33 0556 844681
Fax: +33 0556 844329
E-mail: j.faget@sciencespobordeaux.fr

Germany
Mr. Gerd Delattre
Service buero for Victim-Offender
Mediation and Conflict Settlement
Head
Aachener Str. 1064
50858 Cologne
Tel: +49 7071 889860
Fax: +49 7071 87907
E-mail: gd@toa-servicebuero.de
http://www.toa-servicebuero.de

Mr. Bernd-Uwe Gütling
Fairmittlung e.v.
Padagoge
Deichstraße 9
26316 Varel
Tel: +49 4451 956368
E-mail: anjasemper@aol.com
http://fair-mitteln.de

Dr. Lutz Netzig
Waage Hannover E.V.
Mediator
Laerchenstr. 3
30161 Hannover
Tel: +49 511 388 3558
Fax: +49 511 348 2586
E-mail: l.netzig@waage-institut.de
http://www.waage-hannover.de

Ms. Frauke Petzold
Waage Hannover E.V.
Dipl. Päd./Mediator
Larchensträsse 3
30161 Hannover
Tel: +49 511 388 3558
Fax: +49 511 348 2586
E-mail: frauke.petzold@gmx.de
http://www.waage-hannover.de
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Hungary
Ms. Eszter Balogh
Kodolanyi Janos University College
Lecturer
Szabadsagharcos st. 59.
Szekesfehervar H-8000
Tel: +36 30 251 7334
E-mail: besztok@freemail.hu

Dr. Tünde Barabás
National Institute of Criminology
Researcher, Criminologist
Maros u. 6/a
1122 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 356 7566
Fax: +36 1 356 7219
E-mail: barabas@okri.hu
http://www.okri.hu

Ms Nóra Baróczi
Family, Child, Youth Priority Non-Profit
Association
Varsányi Irén u 17
1027 Budapest

Ms. Anna Braun
MH Liceum Foundation
Teacher
Hurok u. 11.
1091 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 320 9170
Fax: +36 1 2808 114
E-mail: anna.braun@chello.hu

Mr. József Braun
MH Liceum Foundation
Chair
Bihari János str. 18.
1055 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 2692788
Fax: +36 1 2808 114
E-mail: mhliceum@mail.tvnet.hu

Mr. László Csendes
National Police Headquarter (ORFK),
Crime Prevention Department
Head of Crime Prevention Department
4-6 Teve Str.
1139 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 455 0448
Fax: +36 1 455 0448
E-mail: csendesl@orfk.b-m.hu
http://www.police.b-m.hu

Dr. Vera Dénes
Regional Court of Pest County (PKKB)
Judge
24 Markó Str.
1055 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 311 7812
E-mail: denesv@birosag.hu

Dr. Ilona Görgényi
University of Miskolc
Associate Professor
Egyetemváros
3515 Miskolc
Tel: +36 46 565 111/1297
Fax: +36 46 565 179
E-mail: bolilona@gold.uni-miskolc.hu

Dr. Szilvia Gyurkó
ELTE, School of Law
Junior researcher
34 Tinódi Str.
2094 Nagykovácsi
Tel: +36 20 4549 209
Fax: +36 26 355 849
E-mail: gyurkoszilvia@axelero.hu

Ms. Lívia Hadházi
Zöld Kakas Líceum Secondary Scool
and Foundation
Facilitator
Murányi street 51
1078 Budapest
Tel: +36 70 539 8892
Fax: +36 1 2808 114
E-mail: hadliv@freemail.hu
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Dr. Mária Herczog
National Institute of Criminology
Senior researcher
6/a Maros Str.
1122 Budapest
Tel: +36 30 9710 923
Fax: +36 1 225 3525
E-mail: herczog@mail.datanet.hu
http://www.okri.hu

Ms. Mária Kerényi
MH Liceum Foundation
Director
Bihari János str. 18.
1055 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 2692788
Fax: +36 1 2808 114
E-mail: zkmari@freemail.hu

Ms Kibicher Orsolya
Family, Child, Youth Priority Non-Profit
Association
Varsányi Irén u 17
1027 Budapest

Ms Krammer Veronika
Family, Child, Youth Priority Non-Profit
Association
Varsányi Irén u 17
1027 Budapest

Mr. György Kulcsár
Community Service Foundation of
Hungary
Erzsébet krt. 40-42
1073 Budapest
Fax: +36 1 322 3913

Ms. Gabriella Lovász
King Sigmund College
Academical assistant lecturer
Kelta u. 2
1039 Budapest
Tel: +36 20 255 1010
E-mail: lvgabriella@freemail.hu
http://www.zskf.hu

Ms Marianna Lukovszky
Family, Child, Youth Priority Non-Profit
Association
Varsányi Irén u 17
1027 Budapest

Ms. Anikó Martonné Kocsis
Community Service Foundation of
Hungary
Erzsébet krt. 40-42
1073 Budapest
Fax: +36 1 322 3913

Ms. Mercédesz Mészáros
Váltósáv Alapítvány
Chair
17 Varsányi Irén Str.
1027 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 225 3525
Fax: +36 1 225 3525
E-mail: csagyi@mail.datanet.hu
http://www.csagyi.ngo

Ms. Bulcsú Mihály
Community Service Foundation of
Hungary
Erzsébet krt. 40-42
1073 Budapest
Fax: +36 1 322 3913

Ms. Vidia Negrea
Community Service Foundation of
Hungary
Director
Erzsébet krt. 40-42
1073 Budapest
Tel: +36 20 482 4212
Fax: +36 1 322 3913
E-mail: vidia@enternet.hu

Ms Viktória Nagy
Family, Child, Youth Priority Non-Profit
Association
Varsányi Irén u 17
1027 Budapest
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Ms. Emese Takács
Community Service Foundation of
Hungary
Erzsébet krt. 40-42
1073 Budapest
Fax: +36 1 322 3913

Dr. Virág Vajna
Family Child Youth Association
Lawyer
17 Varsányi I. Str.
1027 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 225 3525
Fax: +36 1 225 3525
E-mail: csagyi@mail.datanet.hu
http://www.csagyi.ngo

Dr. Erika Varadi-Csema
University of Miskolc
Associate professor
Nyar u 43/a
3534 Miskolc
Tel: +36 46 565 177
Fax: +36 46 565 179
E-mail: jogvarad@gold.uni-miskolc.hu

Ms. Gabriella Varga
MH Liceum Foundation
Youth worker
Hegedus Gyula Str. 73. II/18.
1133 Budapest
Tel: +36 20 364 8810
Fax: +36 1 2808 114
E-mail: varga_gabi@freemail.hu

Ms. Szandra Windt
National Institute of Criminology
Researcher
Maros u. 6/a
1122 Budapest
Tel: +36 1 356 7566
Fax: +36 1 356 7219
E-mail: windt@okri.hu
http://www.orki.hu

Iceland
Ms. Ingibjorg Sigurthorsdottir
Family Services, Midgardur
Manager
Langirimi 21
112 Reykjavik
Tel: +354 545 4500
Fax: +354 545 4501
E-mail: ingibjorg@mid.rvk.is
http://midgardur.is
Mr. Jón Þór Ólason
Misnitry of Justice
Legal expert
Skuggasund 3
150 Reykjavik
Tel: +354 545 9000
Fax: +354 552 7340
E-mail: jon.thor.olason@dkm.stjr.is
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Mr. Egill Stephensen
Reykjavik Police
Prosecutor
Hverfisgata 115
150 Reykjavik
Tel: +354 444 1001
Fax: +354 444 1015
E-mail: egill@lr.is
http://www.police.is

Ireland
Ms. Alice Brislane
Nenagh Community Reparation
Chairperson
Silver Street
Nenagh, Co. Tipperary
Tel: +353 67 41565
Fax: +353 67 41565
E-mail: ncrp@eircom.net
http://www.nenaghreparation.com

Ms. Anne Marie Brown
Restorative Justice Services
15/16 Tallaght Business Park
Dublin 24
Tel: +353 1 451 5022
Fax: +353 1 451 5025
E-mail: rjsic@eircom.net

Ms. Kathryn Carolan
Restorative Justice Services
Case manager
15/16 Tallaght Business Park
Dublin 24
Tel: +353 1 451 5022
Fax: +353 1 451 5025
E-mail: rjsic@eircom.net

Mr. Murphy Finbarr
An Garda Siochana
Inspector
National Juvenile Office
Harcourt Square
Tel: +353 1 666 3831
E-mail: agecard@iol.ie

Ms. Carolle Gleeson
Nenagh Community Reparation Project
Co-ordinator
Silver Street
Nenagh, Co. Tipperary
Tel: +353 67 41565
Fax: +353 67 41565
E-mail: ncrp@eircom.net
http://www.nenaghreparation.com

Ms. Maire Hoctor
Irish Parliament
Member of the Lower House
Kildare House Kildare Street
Dublin 2
Tel: +353 1 618 3929
Fax: +353 1 618 4124
E-mail: mairead.mccabe@oireachtas.ie
http://www.oireachtas.ie

Ms. Mairead McCabe
Irish Parliament
Committee cleek
Kildare House Kildare Street
Dublin 2.
Tel: +353 1 618 3929
Fax: +353 1 618 4124
E-mail: mairead.mccabe@oireachtas.ie
http://www.oireachtas.ie

Mr. Peter O’Connell
Restorative Justice Services
15/16 Tallaght Business Park
Dublin 24
Tel: +353 1 451 5022
Fax: +353 1 451 5025
E-mail: rjsic@eircom.net

Mr. Charlie O'Connor
Irish Parliament
Member of Lower House
Kildare House, Kildare Street
Dublin 2.
Tel: +353 1 618 3929
Fax: +353 1 618 4124
E-mail: mairead.mccabe@oireachtas.ie
http://www.oireachtas.ie

Ms. Agnes O'Doherty
Nenagh Community Reparation
Administrator
Silver Street
Nenagh, Co. Tipperary
Tel: +353 67 41565
Fax: +353 67 41565
E-mail: ncrp@eircom.net
http://www.nenaghreparation.com
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Israel
Dr. Beni Jakob
Mediation Constructs
Co-Director
Ben-Yehuda Str 212
P.O.Box: 26438
61264 Tel-Aviv
Tel: +972 54 4457002
Fax: +972 1533 5172829
E-mail: jakobbeni@biu.013.net.il

Prof. Uri Yanay
Hebrew University of Jerusalem
Professor
Mt. Scopus
91905 Jerusalem
Tel: +972 25 88 1229
Fax: +972 2582 3587
E-mail: uri.yanay@huji.ac.il

Italy
Ms. Annunziata Calfapietro
Centro Recherche Interventi sullo Stress
Interpersonale (CRISI)
Lawyer and mediator
Via Vizo Pepe 73
70021 Acquaviva delle Fonti
Tel: +39 87 88 4344
Fax: +39 80 75 9500
E-mail: sailor1965@libero.it

Ms. Ilaria De Vanna
C.R.I.S.I.
Via Giulio Pastore, 10
70027 Paloael Colle Bari
Tel: +39 338 353 6289
Fax: +39 80 553 4833
E-mail: dreamwalker03@yahoo.it;
crisimed@tiscalinet.it
http://www.crisimed.it

Dr. Simona Ghetti
Research Institute on Juidicial SysteMs.
Researcher
Via Zamboni 26
40126 Bologna
Tel: +39 051 237 044
Fax: +39 051 260 250
E-mail: ghetti@irsig.cnr.it
http://www.irsig.cnr.it

Ms. Gioia Loredana
Instituto Don Calabria
Vicala Pozzo 23
37129 Verona
Tel: +39 045 8033698
Fax: +39 045 801 4848
E-mail: mediazione@doncalabria.it
http://www.doncalabria.it

Dr. Anna Mestitz
Italian National Research Council
Research director
IRSIG - CNR
Via Zamboni 26
40126 Bologna
Tel: +39 051 237 044 / 226655
Fax: +39 051 260 250
E-mail: mestitz@irsig.cnr.it

Ms. Elisa Zoni
Instituto Don Calabria
Vicala Pozzo 23
37129 Verona
Tel: +39 045 8033698
Fax: +39 045 801 4848
E-mail: mediazione@doncalabria.it
http://www.doncalabria.it
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Latvia
Ms. Liene Zeibote
State Probation Service
Deputy Head
Raina Blvd 15
LV - 1050 Riga
Tel: +371 735 7741
Fax: +371 735 7738
E-mail: liene.zeibote@vpdp.gov.lv

Moldova
Mr. Igor Dolea
Institute for Penal Reform
Director
Bucuresti, 23 A
MD 2001 Chisinau
Tel: +373 22 210 910
Fax: +373 22 210 910
E-mail: idolea@irp.md
http://www.irp.md

Mr. Ion Dron
Ministry of Justice
Vice-minister
31 August, 82
MD 2012 Chisinau
Tel: +373 69122510
Fax: +373 22 210 910
E-mail: hanganus@irp.md

Mr. Sorin Hanganu
Institute for Penal Reform
Head of CS and Mediation Dep.
Bucuresti, 23 A, of. 300
MD 2001 Chisinau
Tel: +373 22 27 27 79
Fax: +373 22 210 910
E-mail: hanganus@irp.md
http://www.irp.md

Mr. Igor Serbinov
General Prosecutor’s Office
Deputy Prosecutor General
G. Banulescu Bodoni, 26
MD 2005 Chisinau
Tel: +373 69134362
Fax: +373 22 210 910
E-mail: hanganus@irp.md

The Netherlands
Mr. John Blad
Erasmus University Rotterdam
Associate Professor
Nieuwstraat 86
3291 AS Strijen
Tel: +31 678 674 4094
Fax: +31 610 408 9196
E-mail: blad@frg.eur.nl

Mr. Eric de Jager
Slachtofferhulp Nederland
Staffmember; Legal Department
Maliesingel 38
3581 MW Utrecht
Tel: +31 30 234 0116
Fax: +31 30 231 7655
E-mail: e.deJager@slachtofferhulp.nl
http://www.slachtofferhulp.nl
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Mr. Hendrik Kaptein
University of Amsterdam
Lecturer in jurisprudence
P.O. Box 1030
1000 BA Amsterdam
Tel: +31 20 525 4751
Fax: +31 20 525 3549
E-mail: h.j.r.kaptein@uva.nl

Ms. Katrien Lauwaert
University of Maastricht
Assistant professor
P.O.Box 616
6200 MD Maastricht
Tel: +32 16 389110
E-mail: katrien.lauwaert@ strafr.
unimaas.nl

Mr. Antony Pemberton
Slachtofferhulp Nederland
Staff member Research and Policy
Maliesingel 38
3581 BK Utrecht
Tel: +31 30 2320 782
Fax: +31 30 2317 655
E-mail: a.pemberton@slachtofferhulp.nl
http://www.slachtofferhulp.nl

Mr. Robert Van Pagée
Center for Restorative Practices
Board member
Componistenlaan 55a
2215 SN Voorhout
Tel: +31 252 219 111
Fax: +31 252 225 229
E-mail: ekc@planet.nl
http://www.eigen-kracht.nl

Mr. Bas Van Stokkom
Centre for Ethics, Radboud University
Nijmegen
Researcher
PO Box 6500
HD Nijmegen
Tel: +31 24 361 2751
Fax: +31 24 361 1802
E-mail: b.v.stokkom@cekun.kun.nl

Norway
Mr. Per Andersen
National Mediation Service
Director general
Teatergata 5
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 2299 1356
Fax: +47 2299 1351
E-mail: per.andersen@konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Vera Andersen
Konfliktradet i Miotre Halogala
Leader
StorØrpveier 100
8300 SvolvØr
Tel: +47 7606 9434
Fax: +47 7606 9591
E-mail: andersenvera@hotmail.com

Mr. Ragnar Berg-Hansen
Konfliktraadet I Hordaland
Meidator
Natlandsfjellet 47
N-5098 Bergen
Tel: +47 5528 8008
Fax: +47 9058 8828

Mr. Sigbjorn Bjerkem
Nord-Trondelag Police District
Chief of police
Statens Hus
7734 Steinkjer
Tel: +47 741 21000
Fax: +47 741 21025
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Ms. Torunn Bolstad
Ministry of Justice
Adviser
Akersgata 42
PO Box 8005
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 222 45473
Fax: +47 222 42722
E-mail: torunn.bolstad@jd.dep.no

Mr. Henning Brath
Ministry of Justice
Senior adviser
Akersgata 42
PB. 8005 Dep
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 2224 5496
Fax: +47 2224 2722
E-mail: henning.brath@jd.dep.no
http://www.odin.dep.no

Ms. Marit Egge
Police University College
Researcher
Tel: +47 231 999 00
Fax: +47 231 999 01
E-mail: marit.egge@phs.no

Mr. Terje Eimot
Mediation Service - Ostfold county
Manager
Post box 220
1702 Sarpsborg
Tel: +47 6911 7581
Fax: +47 6911 7585
E-mail: terje.eimot@konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Mr. Sturla Falck
NOVA
Senior researcher
Munthesgt. 29
0208 Oslo
Tel: +47 2254 1313
Fax: +47 2254 1201
E-mail: sfa@nova.no

Mr. Jon Flokenes
Konfliktraadet I Hordaland
Mediator
Kvitluren 6
N-5414 Stord
Tel: +47 53 41 12 62
Fax: +47 95 70 65 55
E-mail: jon.flokenes@hsh.no

Ms. Else Gjoen
Sunnmore konfliktrad
Manager
Hatlane
6016 Alesund
Tel: +47 701 622 40
Fax: +47 701 62 234
E-mail: else.gjoen@adsl.no

Mr. Kjetil Gjøen
Sunnmøre District Court
Judge
Pb. 1354, 6001
Alesund
Tel: +47 701 17750
Fax: +47 701 17751
E-mail: kjetil.gjoen@domstol.no

Ms. Merete Granrud
National Mediation Service
Teatergata 5
0180 Oslo
Tel: +47 229 91358
Fax: +47 22991351
E-mail: merete.granrud@
konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Sita Grepp
Department of Justice
Probation officer
Storgt. 14 Box 500
8001 Bodo
Tel: +47 9715 6595
Fax: +47 744 46 056
E-mail: johste@politiet.no
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Mr. Geir Ove Heir
Lensmannen I Verdal
Police officer
Møllegt. 4
7650 Verdal
Tel: +47 740 44600
Fax: +47 740 44620
E-mail: geir.heir@politiet.no

Ms. Anne K. Herse
Ministry of Justice
Director General
Akersgt. 42
P.O. Box 8005, Dep.
No - 0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 222 45410
Fax: +47 222 42722
E-mail: annek.herse@jd.dep.no

Mr. Arnt Even Hustad
Ministry of Justice and the Police
Adviser
Akersgata 42
PB. 8005 Dep
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 222 40581
Fax: +47 222 42 725
E-mail: arnt.hustad@jd.dep.no

Ms. Gro Jørgensen
Konfliktrad - Telemark
Statens Hus
3708 Skien
Tel: +47 35 586 431
Fax: +47 35 529 085
E-mail: gro.jorgensen@konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Siri Kemeny
National Mediation Service
Senior adviser
P.O. BOX 8028 Dep.
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 22991357
Fax: +47 22991351
E-mail: siri.kemeny@konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Wenche Kverneland
Ministry of Justice
Deputy Director General
Akersgata 42
P.O. Box 8005 Dep.
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 222 45139
Fax: +47 222 42722
E-mail: wenche.kverneland@jd.dep.no

Mr. Sigmund Laugsand
Police in Nord-Tröndelag
Police officer
7629 Ytterøy
Tel: +47 740 83940
Fax: +47 740 83941
E-mail: sigmund.laugsand@politiet.no

Mr. Ove Lillekroken
National Mediation Service
Advisor
Teatergata 5
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 229 91360
Fax: +47 229 91351
E-mail: ove.lillekroken@konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Kjersti Lilloe-Olsen
Mediation Service, Oslo and Akershus
Adviser
Postboks 8029 DEP
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 22991308
Fax: +47 22991301
E-mail: kjersti.lilloe.olsen@
konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Mary Lix
Konfliktraadet I Hordaland
Mediator
Ravnestolen 158
5171 Loddefjord
Tel: +47 55 93 79 16
Fax: +47 99 77 38 42
E-mail: maronn@frisurf.no
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Mr. Terje Chr. Myklebust
Konfliktradet i Hordaland
Manager
Postboks 466 Sentrum
5805 Bergen
Tel: +47 555 605 80
Fax: +47 555 607 50
E-mail: terje.myklebust@
konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Anne Brita Normann
Ministry of Justice and the Police
Senior adviser
Akersgt. 42
P.O. Box 8005, Dep.
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 222 45229
Fax: +47 222 49530
E-mail: annebrita.normann@jd.dep.no

Ms. Karen Kristin Paus
Mediation Service in Oslo and Akershus
Adviser
Postboks 8029 DEP
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 229 91300
Fax: +47 229 91301
E-mail: karen.paus@konfliktraadet.no

Mr. Henning B. Pedersen
The Mediation and Reconciliation
Service
Manager
Storgata 15
2407 Elverum
Tel: +47 624 14 733
Fax: +47 624 14 344
E-mail: henning.b.pedersen@c2i.net
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Mr. Gordon Petterson
Assistant chief of police
Follo Police District
Vagliveien 21
1914 Ytre Enebakk
Tel: +47 6485 1751
E mail: gordon.petterson@politiet.no

Ms. Gro Rossland
Mediation Service in Oslo and Akershus
Manager
Postboks 8029
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 22 99 13 10
Fax: +47 22 99 13 01
E-mail: gro.rossland@konfliktraadet.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Astrid Skjetne
The Mediation and Reconciliation
Service
Leader
N-7734
Steinkjer
Tel: +47 741 68410
Fax: +47 741 68369
E-mail: Astrid-Lutdal.Skjetne@fmnt.stat.no

Mr. Haakon Skulstad
Ministry of Justice and the Police
Deputy director general
Akersgt. 42
P.O. Box 8005, Dep.
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 222 45340
Fax: +47 222 49530
E-mail: hakon.skulstad@jd.dep.no
http://www.konfliktraadet.no

Ms. Iren Sorfjordmo
Mediation Service in Sor-Trondelag
Manager
Kjopmannsgt. 51
7011 Trondheim
Tel: +47 72547014
Fax: +47 72546850
E mail: trondheim@konflikt.com

Mr. Johnny Steinbakk
Department of Justice
Chief Superintendant
A. Theisenvei 18
8009 Bodo
Tel: +47 975 53737
Fax: +47 755 46056
E-mail: johste@politiet.no
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Ms. Elise Stilloff
Ministry of Justice and the Police
Senior adviser
Akersgata 42
PB. 8005 Dep
0030 Oslo
Tel: +47 222 45 262
Fax: +47 222 42 725
E mail : elise.stilloff@jd.dep.no
http://www.odin.dep.no

Ms. Kaia Strandjord
Prosecution Authority
Public prosecutor
Strindveien 23
7052 Trondheim
Tel: +47 73 199 580
Fax: +47 73 199 581
E-mail: kaia.strandjord@
statsadvokatene.no

Ms. Line Mai Turay
Konfliktraadet I Hordaland
Mediator
Hjalmar Brantingsvei 51
5143 Fyllingsdalen
Tel: +47 55 168 698
Fax: +47 97 088 159

Ms. Linda Tveit
Konfliktraadet I Hordaland
Mediator
Tveit
5310 Hauglandschella
Tel: +47 56 14 09 14
Fax: +47 98 63 96 01

Ms. Kari Vik
Konfliktradene i Norge
Leader
Vefsnon. 60
8661 Mosjoen
Tel: +47 7510 00 19
Fax: +47 7510 12 01
E-mail: helgeland-konflikt@
vefsn.kommune.no

Ms. Arne Ystanes
Konfliktraadet I Hordaland
Mediator
5780 Kinsarvik
Tel: +47 53 66 33 65
Fax: +47 90 84 00 93
E-mail: arneystanes@c2i.net

Poland
Ms. Cynthia Alkon
OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions
and Human Rights
Head of the Rule of Law Unit
Al. Ujazdowskie 19
00-557 Warsaw
Tel: +48 22 520 0600
Fax: +48 22 520 0605
E-mail: cynthia.alkon@odihr.pl

Ms. Elzbieta Czwartosz
Advanced School of Social Psychology
Assistant Professor
Chodakowska 19/31
03-815 Warsaw
Fax: +48 609 85 68 93
Fax: +48 226 35 79 91
E-mail: ela@ez.pl

Mr. Zbigniew Czwartosz
Advanced School of Social Psychology
Assistant Professor
Chodakowska 19/31
Tel: +48 601 620 074
Fax: +48 226 35 79 91
E-mail: zbych@ez.pl

Ms. Elzbieta Dobiejewska
Lower-Silesia Mediation Centre
President
Katedralna 4
50-328, Wroclaw
Tel: +48 71 347 6263
Fax: +48 71 322 7612
E-mail: zbych@ez.pl
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Mr. Michal Jaksa
Polish Center for Mediation
Member of management board
Okolnik 11/9
00-368 Warsaw
Tel: +48 22 826 0663
Fax: +48 22 826 0663
E-mail: pcm@free.ngo.pl

Mr. Dmitry Nurumov
OSCE Office for Democratic Institutions
and Human Rights
Rule of Law Co-ordinator for Central Asia
Al. Ujazdowskie 19
00-557 Warsaw
Fax: +48 22 520 0600
Fax: +48 22 520 0605
E-mail: dmitry.nurumov@osce.org

Ms. Monika Platek
Polish Association for Legal Education,
Law Faulty, Warsaw University
Hairwoman at PSEP, Ass. Professor
Kredytowa 6. 73
00-062 Warsaw
Tel: +48 22 644 4718
Fax: +48 22 644 4718
E-mail: platek@warman.com.pl
http://www.psep.pl

Ms. Janina Waluk
Polish Center for Mediation
President
Okolnik 11/9
00-368 Warsaw
Tel: +48 22 826 0663
Fax: +48 22 826 0663
E-mail: pcm@free.ngo.pl

Portugal
Ms. Maria Bastos
Ministry of Justice - Legal policy and
planning
Av. Óscar Monteiro Torres 39
1000-216 Lisboa
Tel: +351 217 924 000
Fax: +351 217 935 935
E-mail: mariamanuelbastos@gplp.mj.pt
http://www.gplp.mj.pt

Ms. Susana Castela
Instituto de Reinsersao Social
Mediator
Av. AlMr.ante Reis No. 101
1169-194 Lisboa
Tel: +35 121 317 6181
Fax: +35 121 317 6186
E-mail: susana.castela@irsocial.mj.pt

Mr. José Duarte
Commission for Crime Victim's
Compensation
President
Escadinhas s. Crispim 7
1149-049 Lisboa
Tel: +351 21 888 00 69
Fax: +351 21 887 04 99
E-mail: jose.duarte@tac.mj.pt

Mr. Frederico Marques
APAV
Rua do Comercio, 56-5
1100 - Iso Lisboa
Tel: +35 121 885 4095
Fax: +35 121 887 6351
E-mail: frederico.moyano@clix.pt
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Romania
Ms. Nicoleta Daniela Azoitei
Social Alternatives Association
Str. Cuza Voda nr. 8, Bl. A, Sc. B,
Demisol
700036 Iasi
Tel: +40 232 218 232
Fax: +40 232 219 382
E-mail: office@alternativesociale.ro

Ms. Doina Balahur
"AI.I.Cuza" University in Iasi, Romania,
Department of Sociology and
Social Work
Professor
B-dul Carol I, number 11
6600 Iasi
Tel: +40 232 266 194
Fax: +40 232 266 194
E-mail: dbalahur@uaic.ro
http://www.uaic.ro

Ms. Mihaela Pieptu
Community Security and Mediation
Center
Mediator
nr 35 Moara de Foc St.8th Floor
Iasi
Tel: +40 0232 252 920
E-mail: nmpieptu@hotmail.com

Ms. Mihaela Tomita
Timisoara Penitentiary
Jurist
Macedonski 14
300125 Timisoara
Tel: +40 745 377 610
Fax: +40 256 465 921
E-mail: ceptim@mail.dnttm.ro

Russia
Mr. Rustem Maksudov
Public Centre for Legal and Judicial
Reform
RJ Programme Manager
Krzhizhanovskogo st. 20/30, Bld. 5 Office
522
117218 Moscow
Tel: +7 095 129 98 01
Fax: +7 095 129 98 01
E-mail: center_spr@mtu-net.ru
http://www.sprc.ru

Ms. Natalia Silkina
Public Centre for Legal and Judicial
reform
Interpreter
Krzhizhanovskogo St office 522, 20/30
Bld.5,
117218 Moscow
Tel: +7 095 129 98 01
Fax: +7 095 129 98 01
E-mail: center_spr@mtu-net.ru
http://www.sprc.ru

Serbia and Montenegro
Ms. Jasna Hrncic
UNICEF
National Consultant
Svetozara Markovica 56
11 000 Belgrade
Tel: +381 113602 100
Fax: +381 113602 197
E-mail: jhrncic@unicef.org
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Mr. Slobodan Milosavljvic
Juvenile Correctional Institution
Krusevac (JCIK)
Security officer, member of Mediation
Service
Blagoja Parovica b.b.
37 000 Krusevac
Tel: +381 3727 960
Fax: +381 3727 960
E-mail: jhrncic@unicef.org

Ms. Julijana Nesic
Home for Children without Parental Care
(JCIK)
Student, member of Mediation Service in
Nis
Drinke Pavlovic 4a
18 000 Nis
Tel: +38 164 1620882
E-mail: jhrncic@unicef.org

Ms. Zivica Pavlovic
Juvenile Correctional Institution
Krusevac (JCIK)
Psychologist, Coordinator of Mediation
Service
Blagoja Parovica b.b.
37 000 Krusevac
Tel: +38 137 27 960
Fax: +38 137 27 960
E-mail: jhrncic@unicef.org

Slovenia
Ms. Alenka Meznar
The Office of the State Prosecutor
General
Supreme State Prosecutor
Dunajska 22
1511 Ljubljana
Tel: +386 1434 1924
Fax: +386 1434 1945
E-mail: alenka.meznar@dt-rs.si

Mr. Bojan Vovk
Victim-Offender Mediation in Slovenia
President
Cesta Janeza Fingarja 1a
4270 Jesenice
Fax: +38 645 65180
Fax: +38 64 207 39190
E-mail: vovk@iskratel.si
http://www.drustovo-poravnalcev.si

Spain
Ms. Cristina Garcia
Justicia Juvenil
Mediator
C/Alamogvars, 8
08018 Barcelona
Tel: +34 934 89 08 00
Fax: +34 934 89 08 01
E-mail: cgarciaperez@gencat.net

Mr. Jaime Martin
Departament de Justícia, Secretaria de
Serveis Penitenciaris,
Rehabilitació i Justícia Juvenil
Adviser
C/Aragó 332
08009 Barcelona
Tel: +34 935 56 66 56
Fax: +34 93 214 02 53
E-mail: wmartinj@gencat.net
http://www.gencat.net/

Ms. Rosa Querol
Departament de Justícia
Civil servant
C/ Aragó, 332
08009 Barcelona
Tel: + 34 932 14 02 01
Fax: + 34 932 14 02 53
E-mail: rquerol@gencat.net

Ms. Anna Vall Rius
Mediation Family Center
Director
Ada. Lluis Companys, 11
08720 Villafranca del Penedès
Barcelona
Tel: +34 935 67 44 84
Fax: +34 938 17 11 35
E-mail: vallriusanna@hotmail.com;
avallr@tinet.fut.es
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Sweden
Ms. Maria Berga
Police Department of Uppsala County
Box 3007
75003 Uppsala
Tel: +46 18 16 8522
Fax: +46 18 16 8837
E-mail: mb2@pop.uppsala.police.se

Ms. Birgitta Engberg
Police Department of Uppsala County
Superintendent
Box 3007
75003 Uppsala
Tel: +46 18 16 8798
Fax: +46 18 16 8837
E-mail: mb2@pop.uppsala.police.se

Mr. Roger Käck
Police Authority in Uppsala
Detective Intendent
Salagatan 18
755 97 Uppsala
Tel: +46 18 16 8500
Fax: +46 18 16 8501
E-mail: polisen@pop.uppsala.police.se

Prof. Hans Klette
Law Faculty, Lund University
Professor
Docentgatan 15
22363 Lund
Tel: +46 46 211 1974
Fax: +46 46 222 4444
E-mail: hans.klette@jur.lu.se

Mr. Lars Metelius
Skyddsvarnet in Stockholm
Consultant
Frejgatan 75
11326 Stockholm
Tel: +46 866 82910
Fax: +46 866 82910
E-mail: lars.metelius@swipnet.se
http://skyddsvarnet.se

Mr. Anders Mikaelsson
Uppsala Kommun
Suttungs Grand 4
75375 Uppsala
Tel: +46 18 727 1550
Fax: +46 18 727 1541
E-mail: anders.mikaelsson@uppsala.se

Mr. Jan Stenberg
Uppsala Kommun
Suttungs Grand 4
75375 Uppsala
Tel: +46 187 271 550
Fax: +46 187 271 541
E-mail: jan.stenberg@uppsala.se

Ms. Charlotte Svensson
Police Department of Uppsala County
Box 3007
75003 Uppsala
Tel: +46 18 16 8631
Fax: +46 18 16 8837
E-mail: lottasvensson@yahoo.com

Ms. Jenny Wiklund
Uppsala Kommun
Suttungs Grand 4
75375 Uppsala
Fax: +46 18 727 1550
Fax: +46 18 727 1541
E-mail: jenny.wiklund@uppsala.se
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Switzerland
Mr. Alexandre Balmer
HETS-GE IES
Resp. d'enseignment
Rue Prévost Martin CP 265
CH 1211 Geneva 4
Tel: +4176 368 3229
E-mail: alexandre.balmer@ies.unige.ch

United Kingdom
Ms. Sarah Buckmaster
Victim Support
Restorative Justice Project Officer
Cranmer House, 39 Brixton Road
London SW9 6DZ
Tel: +44 20 7896 3732
Fax: +44 20 7582 5712
E-mail: sarah.buckmaster@
victimsupport.org.uk
http://www.victimsupport.org

Ms. Margaret Carey
Restorative Justice Consortium
Chair of RJC Board
Merchant House
89 Southwark Street
SE1 0HX London
Tel: +44 207 960 4633
Fax: +44 207 960 4631
E-mail: info@restorativejustice.org.uk
http://restorativejustice.org.uk

Mr. Shahed Chowdhury
University of Essex, Sociology
Department
PhD student and Tutor in Criminology
Home: 176 Moselle Avenue
Wood Green
London N22 6EX
Tel: +44 20 8888 9268
Fax: +44 20 8888 9268
E-mail: shahedchy@aol.com

Ms. Debra Clothier
Restorative Justice Consortium
Chief executor
Merchant House
89 Southwark Street
SE1 0HX London
Tel: +44 207 960 4633
Fax: +44 207 960 4631
E-mail: info@restorativejustice.org.uk
http://restorativejustice.org.uk

Mr. Donald Dickie
SACRO
Criminal Justice Advisor
27 York Place
Edinburgh EH1 3HP
Tel: +44 131 624 7212
Fax: +44 131 557 2101
E-mail: dickie@cja.sacro.org.uk
http://www.sacro.org.uk

Mr. Keith Hastie
SACRO
RJ service manager
22, Meeks Road
Falkirk FK27 ET
Tel: +44 1592 593 100
Fax: +44 1592 593 133
E-mail: khastie@fife.sacro.org.uk
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Mr. Niall Kearney
SACRO
R.J. Dev. Officer
1 Broughton Market
Edinburgh EH3 6NU
Tel: +44 131 624 7256
Fax: +44 131 624 7269
E-mail: nkearney@national.sacro.org.uk
http://www.sacro.org.uk

Mr. Eamonn Keenan
Centre for Social Action, De Montfort
University
Hawthorn Building, The Gateway
Leicester LE1 9BH
Tel: +44 116 257 7777
Fax: +44 116 257 7778
E-mail: ekeenan@dmu.ac.uk
http://www.dmu.ac.uk

Ms. Kate Legum
South Devon Community Safety
Partnership
Community mediator
Little Court, Littlehempston
Totnes, Devon TQ9 6LU
Tel: +44 7989 603 826
E-mail: klegum@tiscali.co.uk

Ms. Marian Liebmann
Marian Liebmann & Associates
52 St Albans Road
Bristol BS 6 7SH
Tel: +44 11 794 23712
Fax: +44 11 794 23712
E-mail: mliebmann@compuserve.com

Mr. Ben Lyon
British Association of Restorative
Practitioners
Vice chair
2 Oakligh Park Avenue
Chislehurst, BR7 5PB Kent
Tel: +44 208 467 1613
Fax: +44 207 840 6774
E-mail: benmlyon@aol.com

Mr. Robert Mackay
Perth and Kinross Council / Perth
College - Perthshire
Youth Justice Co-ordinator, Hon.
Research Fellow
Blackfriars Development Centre,
North Port, Perth ph11ez
Tel: +44 1738 477869
Fax: +44 1738 477838
E-mail: remackay@pkc.gov.uk

Ms. Mary Jo McAllister
Youth Conference Service
Deputy Director
41-43 Waring Street
Belfast BT1 2DY
Tel: +44 28 9031 6418
Fax: +44 28 9031 6401
E-mail: mary-jo.mcallister@nics.gov.uk
http://www.youthconferenceserviceni.goc
.uk

Mr. Ian McDonough
SACRO
Community Mediation Advisor
27 York Place
Edinburgh EH1 3HP
Tel: +44 131 557 2101
Fax: +44 131 557 2102
E-mail: imcdonough@
cmconsultancy.sacro.org.uk
http://www.sacro.org.uk

Mr. Nicholas McGeorge
Restorative Justice Consortium
Vice-chair
Pendle Bank.
Sway Road
Lymington SO41 8LR
Tel: +44 1590 676637
E-mail: n.mcgeorge@which.net

Ms. Margo McKenzie
Victim Support Scotland
Area co-ordinator
15/23 Hardwell Close
EH8 9RX Edinburgh
Tel: +44 131 662 5402
Fax: +44 131 662 5400
E-mail: mjohnston@ victimsupportsco.
demon.co.uk
http://www.victimsupport.org
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Ms. Liz Nelson
Home Office
Head of Restorative Justice Team
50 Queen Anne's Gate
London SW1P 9AT
Tel: +44 207273 3034
Fax: +44 207273 2976
E-mail: liz.nelson@homeoffice.gsi.gov.uk

Mr. William Nicol
SACRO
Youth Justice Advisor
110 Crown Street
Aberdeen AB11 6HJ
Tel: +44 122 456 0558
Fax: +44 122 456 0551
E-mail: wnicol@aberdeen.sacro.org.uk
http://www.sacro.org.uk

Ms. Betty Robinson
SACRO
Team Leader
24 Hill Street
KY4 8HX Kirkcaldy
Tel: +44 159 259 3100
Fax: +44 159 259 3133
E-mail: brobinson@fife.sacro.org.uk
http://www.sacro.org.uk

Ms. Roseanne Roy
Victim Support Scotland
Vice chair
15/23 Hardwell Close
EH8 9RX Edinburgh
Tel: +44 131 662 5402
Fax: +44 131 662 5400
E-mail: mjohnston@victimsupportsco.
demon.co.uk
http://www.victimsupport.org

Ms. Lyndsey Sharp
Restorative Justice Consortium
Researcher
Merchant House
89 Southwark Street
SE1 0HX London
Tel: +442079604633
Fax: +442079604631
E-mail: info@restorativejustice.org.uk

Mr. Keith Simpson
SACRO
Head of Service Development
1 Broughton Market
Edinburgh EH3 6NU
Tel: +44 131 624 7268
Fax: +44 131624 7269
E-mail: ksimpson@national.sacro.org.uk
http://www.sacro.org.uk

Prof. Brian Williams
De Montfort University
Professor
CCJRU, 4,61 Gateway House
Leicester LE1 6BH
Tel: +44 1162 577 7898
E-mail: bwilliam@dmu.ac.uk
http://www.dmu.ac.uk

Dr. Martin Wright
Restorative Justice Consortium
Vice-Chair
19 Hillside Road
SW2 3HL London
Tel: +44 20 8671 8037
Fax: +44 20 8671 5697
E-mail: m-w@dircon.co.uk
http://www.dmu.ac.uk

Mr. Saar Yaniv
S.O. Youth Offending Team
R. J. Worker
1st Floor, Bridge House
Courtenay Street
TQ122QS Newton Abbot
Tel: +44 162 620 2700
Fax: +44 162 620 2701
E-mail: syaniv@devon.gov.uk
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Ukraine
Mr. Roman Koval
Ukrainian Centre for Common Ground
President
Pecherskiy Uzviz 8, of. 7
01023 Kiev
Tel: +38 044 290 39 18
Fax: +38 044 290 39 18
E-mail: rkoval@uccg.org.ua
http://www.commonground.org.ua

Ms. Vira Zemlyanska
VOM co-ordinator
Ukrainian Centre for Common Ground
Pecherskiy uzviz, 8 of. 7
01023 Kiev
Tel: +38 044 290 3918
Fax: +38 044 290 3918
E-mail: vira@uccg.org.ua
http://www.commonground.org.ua

USA
Prof. Margaret Martin
Eastern Connecticut State University
Professor
83 Windham St.
Webb 429,
Willimanctic 06226
Tel: +1 860 465 5704
Fax: +1 860 465 4610
E-mail: martinm@easternct.edu
http://www.easternct.e
Mr. Ted Wachtel
International Institute for Restorative
Practices
President
PO Box 229
PA 18016 Bethlehem
Tel: +1 215 766 7443
Fax: +1 215 766 7154
E-mail: tedwachtel@enter.net
http://www.iirp.org
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Dr. Paul McCold
International Institute for Restorative
Practices (IIRP)
Director of Research
P.O. box 229
PA 18016 Bethlehem
Tel: +1 610 807 9221
Fax: +1 610 807 0423
E-mail: pmccold@aol.com
www.restorativepractices.org

